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Winds of change have conspired to brew the perfect financial
storm in the international film business. Watershed waves
wash all that was known into the depths of the past, impacting
the world of filmed entertainment production finance. The
choice to swim or sink in a tidal wave of harsh realities
necessitates the independent producer to become the Master
and Commander of their fate. Bankers and film investors alike
seek to weather these latest industry storm fronts navigating
via new moral and economic compasses.
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Just as a healthy steady supply of product is necessary to the
business, the interface to the public also needs well-funded
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Since 1982 it has tracked the fluctuation of the US dollar against
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2002. Graph shows fluctuation of the US dollar against the Euro from
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The chart offers a valuable perspective on the effective
release patterns for both major and independent pictures.
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COMMENT

Acollective welcome to MIFED delegates, the global army of
independent film companies, buyers, and sellers who have survived
the last two years in a market environment that has been the toughest

any of us has thus far experienced. It’s a credit to us all that the loyalties and
relationships we have built over the years have been the deciding factor as
to whether and how we have weathered the storm.
Relationship and loyalty mean different things to different people,
depending on the  ‘hidden agenda’ that does not always have its basis in a
sinister motivation by the individual person or company.
The world is in the midst of a ‘global crisis’ largely due to the relationship
between two super powers that choose to surge forward regardless of
‘popular thought’ because the ‘loyalty’ between the two was underscored by
a ‘hidden agenda’ of which outsiders are not aware.  The net result,
nonetheless, is a global ‘political and economic crisis.’

How far from our film community and industry is that analogy? 
Not far at all.

In a interview some time ago with Boaz Davidson of Nu Image, he
described the company as ‘their country’ saying ‘they have to fight to
survive in a tough competitive world, pay attention to their customers,

and build and sustain the working relationships and loyalty developed with
their customers and crews worldwide.’

It’s a sound fundamental that is not acknowledged within many
companies and organizations. 

In thinking of the comment for this issue many subjects came to mind.
Among them, the issue of Piracy & Academy screeners, and the
threatened veto by the President of the United States to his own Senate

of the $87 billion earmarked for Iraq if it is not given “free” with no payback
obligation.  There is always a payback - in every situation.  Can the people
of America, their children, and their children’s children be expected to ‘pay’
for a decision based on loyalty and relationship to a ‘hidden agenda’ which,
post war, is highly questionable even within the super powers’ ‘own social
and political structures’?

I don’t believe so. And so in our business, with the on-going discussion re
the Autumn MIFED and AFM 2004 conventions, the same principles apply.

Dr. Fanchi built MIFED on relationships. He knew every exhibitor,
every buyer, and he toured the halls for the entire duration of
MIFED, meeting and chatting with the companies that had made his

‘business realization’ - the establishment of MIFED - an ongoing reality.
Many have forgotten that the success of MIFED was built largely (albeit on
a different economic canvas) on the loyalty and relationships that he
painstakingly formed.

Over the years, and since his passing, this ‘global relationship’ has
been eroded by many factors.  We can all too easily become the
victims of our success and forget how we got where we are. It

happens time and time again.
The essential core of our film community (despite the cowboys who come
and go) is built on relationships and loyalty. Every company attending
MIFED today, whether ‘BIG’ or ‘small’ depending on your own ‘hidden
agenda’ or ‘concept of power’ is here because of the way these two factors
interact and impact business continuance.
Too often a common mistake is made that power lies with those in
‘perceived power’ or ‘their own perception of power’ and that power lies
solely with the biggest and by ‘definition of economics’ the strongest. Not
true. Too often we have witnessed, as we do now with the global situation,
it’s the groundswell of the “little” people, the army of independent thinkers,
who will change the tide of the net results of the situation in Iraq and
America. It was the groundswell of California’s ‘little’ people who
demanded and secured a gubernatorial recall. On Arnie’s part, was there a
‘hidden agenda’ based on a ‘common interest’ for using his own money as
campaign funds to garner the people’s loyalty that got him into power?

So it is with MIFED and AFM. Individuals can discuss ad infinitum: “it’s
about politics”, “it’s a fight about the might of the Americans.”  In the end,
the position ‘you’ decide to take is based on ‘your’ ‘hidden agenda.’

Profoundly and fundamentally, the strength for any organization or
individual relationship to survive ultimately depends on the loyalty it
has generated and continues to generate.

On a global scale every company attending this market has a ‘hidden
agenda.’ Both positive and negative.
In the case of AFM and MIFED, a venue is a venue. It has its constructional
and/or geographical merits in relation to our industry, which is a global
business with all the economic pressures and considerations of ‘opportunity’
and ‘time.’

The new administration of MIFED has a difficult but not
insurmountable task ahead of it, many factors to put in the ‘mix’ and
objectively analyze the net net of each. Personally, I enjoy coming to

Milan.  Professionally, I will continue to serve my clients who over 24 years
have given The Business of Film those relationships and loyalty that enable
me to write this column. Most of those clients are not the ones that have
‘perceived power’ or perceive themselves as ‘the power’ because of politics
and economic play. 

We cannot any of us satisfy all areas of everyone’s ‘hidden agenda.’
We can only build loyalty and relationships based on our
‘individual passions’ within the area of the ‘profession’ we have

chosen in life. And that can only be accomplished over time and one on one.

Relationship: 
a connection, association, or involvement.

Loyalty: 
the state or quality of being loyal; faithfulness

to commitments or obligations.





THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

16 Sep 2003

21 Oct 2003

% Update

1,169,950 

1,181,900     

1.20%

40,450 

40,005   

- 0.82%

47,850 

45,315    

-1.34% 

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

6,637 

6,360  

- 2.85 %

1,390 

1,328    

- 2.99%

8,127  

7,722    

- 3.30%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

668,850 

644,975

- 3.34% 

10,948 

11,142     

2.20 %

2,902

2,865  

- 1.27%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Oct (2002) - Oct (2003)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound
Sterling, French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish
Peseta, Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the
left shows the value of the dollar against the 3 remaining
currencies which are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart
below shows 9 new currencies we have introduced based on
requests from our subscribers. On-line at
www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will continue to track the
European currencies until they expire. Next issue we will be
introducing more currencies based on what our readership has
told us it needs.

1982
1990
2001
2002

25 Mar 2003

25 April 2003

16 Sept 2003

21 Oct 2003

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
6,462

6,348

6,283

6,298

5,971    

- 2.33 %

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,241,600

1,198,700

1,204,250

1,164,445

1,096,500    

- 3.69%

09,920
12,090
18,310
18,075

16,736

16,219

15,100

14,282   

- 4.01%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 21 Oct 2003 and the percentage change in rate since The
Business of Film update on 16 Sept 2003. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.

Source: Thomson Financial Datastream
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Under the aegis and ownership of
Chairman and CEO Pierre David,
and Tom Berry Co-Chairman,
Imagination Worldwide llc, a new
production and distribution company,
based in Los Angeles, makes its
market debut at MIFED.  The
company attends MIFED with a slate
of 5 movies that include The Perfect
Husband (produced by David under
the Lance production banner in
2003) and Decoys (currently in post-
production) produced by Tom Berry. 
David  founded and chaired Image
Organization which was acquired by

Behavior Worldwide in 1998. David
and Berry met when Berry ran
Allegro Films in Montreal. The
partnership co-produced more than a
dozen films that David released
internationally under the Image
banner. Under David’s direction,
Image handled over 125 films from
1987 to 1998 distributing through
alliances and output deals with
leading distributors in all the major
territories worldwide. David’s
credits include Scanners,
Videodrome, Visiting Hours,
Internal Affairs, Deep Cover,
Platoon (Prod. Exec.), Hot Pursuit,
and The Perfect Weapon, plus over
100 titles which he produced or
executive produced. In 1998 David
joined World International Networks
chairing the affiliated company WIN
Ventures, where he produced 12
movies from 1998 to 2001. In 2001
he established Lance Entertainment.
Tom Berry’s credits include
Screamers, The Assignment, The

Unsaid, Deadbolt, Little Men, and
Decoys. 
Larry Goebel who worked with
David at Image holds the position of
President, a position he also held at
Image. Helene joins Imagination as
Distribution Coordinator, and
Kendall Nowlin as Distribution
Associate. Imagination is managed
by David as its Co Chairman and
CEO. Tom Berry (acting Co
chairman) is also President of Reel
One Entertainment and Premiere
Bobine, with offices in Los Angeles
and Montreal.
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Akerlund To
Direct Birdman
For Constantin

Jonas Akerlund will direct the Los
Angeles set thriller Birdman for
Impact Pictures, a subsidiary of
Germany’s leading independent
production and distribution company
Constantin Film. Founding partners
of Impact Pictures, Jeremy Bolt and
Paul WS Anderson, will produce
Birdman which was adapted by UK
based Robert Murphy from the
novel of the same name by Mo
Hayder.  Bolt and Anderson are
currently on location in Toronto,
producing Resident Evil:
Apocalypse for Constantin Film and
Davis/Impact Film.
Akerlund most recently directed the
critically acclaimed Spun for
Newmarket Film Group. His
producing partner, Nicola Doring,
will co-produce with Bolt and
Anderson. Robert Kulzer, Head of
Production at Constantin in Los
Angeles, will executive produce
Birdman which is slated to begin
production in 2004.

David & Berry Team On 
New Entity Imagination

Pop artist Burton Morris has been
selected by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
to create the artwork and poster
for the commemorative 76th
Academy Awards. "We've had our
eye on Burton for a couple of
years," said Academy Executive
Director Bruce Davis.  "We
considered asking him to do
something for us last year, but the
75th anniversary seemed to
demand a certain solemnity.
Burton Morris doesn't do solemn,
so we held off and turned him
loose on this year's poster."
Often compared to artists Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein,
Morris uses simplified lines and
rich acrylic colors to put his own
distinctive spin on American pop
culture items."Oscar(R) is a

uniquely recognizable symbol, not
only in American culture but
throughout the world, and I'm both
honored and excited to create a
design around such an icon," said
Morris.In addition, Morris was
recently chosen by the United
States Olympic Committee to be
an official artist for the U.S. team
at the 2004 Games in Athens.In a
nationwide promotional
campaign, 50,000 Oscar posters
will be distributed beginning in
mid-November after the design
has been revealed. Academy
Awards for outstanding film
achievements of 2003 will be
presented on Sunday, February 29,
2004, at the Kodak Theatre at
Hollywood & Highland(R) and
televised live by the ABC
Television Network. 

Burton Morris To 
Design Oscar Poster

www.thebusinessoffilm.com

Top Hotels Worldwide
Boutiques Worldwide

Pierre David Tom Berry

Pavla Ustinov
An Evening With Rosanne Seaborn is the latest film from Pavla Ustinov.
Written, directed and produced by Ustinov, the film is based on Rosanne
Seaborn, one of the last of a breed of individuals: a socialite and resident
of the Bahamas who inherited $1 million dollars from Doris Duke. 
Being wealthy, what was she to do with this extra million that she didn’t
need? Ms. Seaborne decided, “I have always wanted to be an actress and a
movie star” and enlisted Pavla to secure this end. Delicately and skillfully
handled by Ustinov in the director’s role, the film is a fascinating look at
vanity, old age, and the luxury of money.
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The international landscape of distributors
who interface with the selling
community within the business of

buying and selling films either directly or
indirectly has not over the past several years
been problem free. Just as a healthy steady
supply of product is necessary to the business,
the interface to the public also needs well-
funded outlets to keep the industry cycle
buoyant. In 1985, Ian Muspratt and seventeen
colleagues established Home Entertainment. Ex
managing director of UK based Guild, Muspratt
and the group identifying a growing business
sector wanted to take the entrepreneurial route
to own and control their own destinies.
Consequently, seventeen years later Home
Entertainment Corporation PLC was floated on
the AIM exchange in the UK in 2001.
Company results for 52 weeks ending May
2003 saw turnover increased from six hundred
thousand pounds (600.000.00) in 1985 to in
excess of one hundred and twenty million
pounds (120.000.000.00) sterling in the 2002-
2003 fiscal year. A diversified business model
allows the company to support the independent
selling community through its division Mosaic
Entertainment. 

The company, based in Peterborough 40
miles north of London, employs 2032 (a
large number of whom are shareholders)

and operates 4 divisions under its Home
Entertainment Corporations Plc. Banner:
Choices Video, a division of 210 owner
operated video stores; Choices Direct, a direct
mail order business via the internet; Video Box
Office which provides VHS/DVD rentals and
sell thru to over 6.000 independent retail
outlets; and Mosaic Entertainment which
acquires a limited number of independent titles
from international sales agents at the three
major market events annually. Product bought
directly by Mosaic Entertainment from
independent companies include J& M, HBO,
New Market Films, American World Pictures,
Lions Gate Films, Artist View Entertainment,
and Fusion, a broad range from an eclectic
group of independent producers. The business
model diversification is its ongoing strength.
Choices Video not only rents and sells VHS and
DVD, it also rents and sells computer software
and hardware, and as you go telephones. In
addition, Choices Video was the first to exploit
the sale of DVD software in all their stores, and
implemented a user friendly return policy via a
self addressed envelope that when deposited in
any UK post box will return the material

directly to the store from which it was rented.
With a new website launched in 2001, Choices
Direct facilitates not only Home Entertainment
product but also other companies over the
growing Internet portal.  Mosaic Entertainment
is the smallest division of the operation but one
which has a two fold function: it enables the
company to support independent producers by
buying a limited amount of product, and it
enables the company to be on top of and have
access to the market change as it occurs. A

substantial amount of product bought and sold
at the three world markets for distribution in the
UK will, one way or another, find its outlet
through a Home Entertainment division.
Muspratt’s support of the independent business
is a central cog in the overall strategy for the
company’s continued growth. “We have
licensed over 100 titles from independent
producers for Mosaic Entertainment, because
we believe that the future of the film business
lies very much in the hands of those who
innovate. Independent producers have had a
very good track record, so it’s in our own
sustained interest to support their efforts. We
also consider ourselves to be very much a part
of the business, and we desire to make a
contribution to the overall business by buying
rights, be it modestly. We attend the film
markets to buy product and to give us a
‘rounded knowledge’ base on the product as
well as the buying patterns of other companies.

As an example there are titles that appear would
do well because they have performed well
theatrically but don’t on the Video rental or
DVD side. The opposite is also true. There are
titles that at first glance would appear to not
look favorable for the video or DVD market but
do exceptionally well. We believe that video
rental is all about range, the more you know
about what is available, the better you are able
to make good business choices. We have made
mistakes, like everyone else, but on the whole,
we have done well from the independent
product we have acquired.” 

During the recent Cannes Film Festival,
nine Home Entertainment buyers
screened 78 films.  Muspratt and his

team find the environment of both Cannes and
Mifed more optimal than AFM for screening
films. The market in Cannes is segmented into
three ‘buying’ centers, and the length of the
festival enables the company to view a
maximum number of films. Taking a
conservative cost approach, the company rents
apartments, and seldom eats out, preferring to
discuss the exhaustive day’s viewing
collectively over a ‘take away.’ “MIFED is a
joy for us because all the screening rooms are in
close proximity, and if a particular product ‘on
viewing’ is disappointing, you can hop to the
next screening room so to speak. Visiting the
United States is, of course, key for our company
because much of the studio product goes
through our retail stores, however time spent
seeing product at AFM is not as convenient.”
Muspratt continues, “In our view and for our
purposes as a buying company, the AFM in
recent years has not been as good a buying
point for the company as Cannes and MIFED.
Part of the difficulty with the AFM is that there
is a lot of wasted time. And it’s no one’s fault.
If you view a film in the AMC 4 and have a
meeting, it takes half an hour to get back to the
Loews, which is valuable time lost for any
buyer.” The ongoing debate on ‘three versus
two’ markets is of little or no consequence to
buying companies such as Home Entertainment
as they must continuously feed a distribution
pipeline with product suitable for their business
model. Muspratt is at pains to point out that
product bought by Mosaic Entertainment is at
arm’s length when it goes into the parent
company’s distribution pipeline. The
worldwide industry for DVD of ‘Event’ and
‘Collectible’ titles has been a phenomenal
revenue curve and a welcome ‘new’ financial
stream for independents and majors alike. 

Ian Muspratt

independent producers have 
had a very good track record, so 
it’s in our own sustained interest 

to support their efforts

An Independent UK Based
Retailer Enjoys The Fruits 

Of Diversified Success



As with all emerging distribution
pipelines, the majors were first to
exploit this lucrative channel, but the

independents rapidly caught up. Confirming
worldwide figures that DVD has a seemingly
unquenchable thirst, The British Video
Association estimates that by December 2003
total reach of DVD players will exceed 9
million in the UK.  The trend is confirmed by
Home Entertainment, which sees rental and sell
thru for most of its product via DVD. In the
second quarter of 2003, the DVD rental for
movies accounted for 63% of ‘all filmed
entertainment’ and DVD sales were 80%. The
biggest impact and continuing growth for the
company is sales over the internet. Since
implementing a number of strategies to make
the product more easily available through this
medium, sales have increased 29.4%. Muspratt
said, “DVD has given a tremendous boost to the
industry. With the ongoing infiltration of
HDTV and other consumer products, it’s the
best way to take advantage of the advent of
digital technology and TV sets particularly in

the UK. DVD is a wonderful product and all the
extras give the product an added edge.”
However he cautions, “In my view, I think there
is a danger to devalue titles, especially
catalogue titles, where prices are sometimes
tagged too low.” In building a portfolio credible
of getting its AIM quotation, Home
Entertainment invested heavily over the years
in the ‘real estate retail’ segment of the
operation, to build equity and brand, and to
enhance and ensure consumer satisfaction and
brand loyalty. The stock launched at 1.70
pounds sterling and is now at 2.20 pounds
sterling. The company’s 210 shops (by year end
2003) and 6000 outlets for product are designed
to expand the market by ensuring
competitiveness in all its locations and
maximum accessibility on all fronts to
consumers of the product it distributes and
buys. All the shops, including the 23 to be
opened by December 2003 making the 210
total, have air conditioning, automatic doors for
easy access by families with kids and wheel-
bound customers, and an investment in
carefully chosen and trained staff.  
Muspratt is schooled in the ‘university of the
business’ that believes buying product is about
‘instinct.’ One of those instincts was the hugely
profitable Porkies back in the late 80’s. He
added: “We are very careful in choosing our

product, not necessarily conservative, but
decidedly sensible. We take our responsibility
to our shareholders very seriously, not least of
all because I and my business partners are
ourselves shareholders.”

The company’s foundation of ongoing
success has been built on diversification
encompassing more than film from the

majors and the independents. Muspratt
concluded: “The business overall covers not
just film but computer games, consoles rental
and sales, and pay as you go telephone services.
We have marketed the Choice Video outlets as
home entertainment centers, and many of our

customers are young people, to whom
telephones are a fashion item. The pay as you
go phones, the top ups, and the coming ability
to view product via MPEG 3 builds customer
loyalty and engenders ongoing repetitive
business from this particular sector.” For the
independent selling community, world-wide
companies like Home Entertainment
Corporation Plc. is part of the light at the end of
the tunnel. Whilst they may sensibly buy
limited titles, their continuing success whether
buying from an independent or major is
comforting for an industry going through one of
the most difficult periods in its history. 

Muspratt and his colleagues control and
own 60% of the company allowing
them the advantage of optimum

resources but none the disadvantages of an
inability to manage the company via possible
shareholder intervention. Though this ‘defined
business sense’ and approach to its core product
film is not without its up and downs largely
dependent on circumstances beyond their
control, it doesn’t get any better for
independent entrepreneurs like Muspratt and
his colleagues who have established a handful
of companies such as Home Entertainment Plc.
that are the interface to film product between
the producers and the end users.

COMPANY PROFILE
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SELECTED EXCERPTS FROM
THE 2002-2003 

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

• Sales in the period increased by 17.1 per
cent to £120.66 million (2002: £103.04
million).

• Gross profit for the period was £49.30
million (2002: £43.29 million), an increase
of 13.9 per cent 

• The Company generated a positive
cashflow of £821,000 (2002: £743,000)
and net cash at the period end was £2.09
million.

• Sales growth reflects buoyant demand for
digital versatile discs (DVDs) and
computer games software, despite a
relatively lacklustre video release schedule
in the first quarter and the negative impact
of the World Cup in June 2002.

• On a like-for-like basis, Choices Video
stores increased rental and total sales by
6.9 per cent and 7.7 per cent respectively,
Video Box Office increased total revenues
by 13.3 per cent, and Choices Direct
profitably grew sales by 29.4 per cent.

• Sell-thru accounted for 53.4 per cent of
turnover (2002 – 50.1 per cent).

• Capital expenditure for the year, with
investment in 23 (net) new Choices Video
stores, store refurbishment, and new
finance and EPOS systems was £7.6
million (2002 - £5.39 million). 

• “Our confidence in the prospects for
DVD rental and sell-thru growth is
underpinned by a stronger release
schedule during the period June to
December 2003 although, as with
computer games, considerable emphasis is
placed on the Christmas sales period.
Despite the unprecedented hot weather
during most of the summer (2003), overall
turnover rose during the first eight weeks
and showed year-on year growth of 11.5%
although the higher margin rental business
suffered.  We approach our next financial
year as an AIM listed company with the
same prudent confidence and care that has
characterised our last 17 years of
sustained growth, but suspect that 2004
will be more challenging than 2003.   The
investment we have made in systems and
superstores equips us well to meet that
challenge.”

Ian Muspratt 
Chairman Home Entertainment plc.

Choices video stores are located throughout the UK (a total of 210).

we believe that the future of 
the film business lies 

very much in the hands 
of those who innovate
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According to figures compiled by
Ernst & Young on behalf of the
DEG: Digital Entertainment
Group (DEG), the total number of
units shipped in North America
has reached more than two billion
since the DVD format's launch in
1997.
According to figures compiled by
the DEG based on data from the
Consumer Electronics Association
(CEA), retailers and
manufacturers, more than 6.4
million DVD players were sold to
U.S. consumers in the third quarter
2003, a 36.5 percent increase over
the same period last year. More
than 73 million DVD players have
sold since launch, bringing the
number of DVD households to
over 48 million (adjusting for
households with more than one
player). 
Due to the variety of players
available, from combination
TV/DVD and DVD-Audio/Video
players to recordable, portable and
car models, approximately 34
percent of DVD owners now have
more than one player. In the third
quarter of 2003, nearly 215 million

DVD software units shipped to
retail, a 40 percent increase over
the same period last year. DVD
Players are on target to be in more
than 50% of U.S. homes by year-
end. 
“The fourth quarter of this year
looks to be shaping up as one of
the strongest in this industry's
history. Not only has the hardware
penetration grown beyond our
expectations, the lineup and
diversity of the software titles
being offered will prove to make
this year-end a phenomenal
success," said Bob Chapek,
president of Buena Vista Home
Entertainment and president of
DEG.
The fourth quarter holiday selling
season is anticipated to be the
biggest yet for the format,
supported by $3.8 billion worth of
box office hits being released on
DVD. 
In addition, other genres such as
episodic TV, family movies,
classics, and music titles continue
to fuel DVD sales. More than
26,000 titles are currently
available in the US marketplace.

visit www. thebusinessoffilm.com

DVD Continues Unimpeded
Growth of Soft & Hardware
3rd Qtr Accelerates 4th Qtr

Anticipation of Sales

NFB Sponsors 
Grierson Best Cinema
Documentary Award

In a two-year agreement
announced in London by the
Grierson Memorial Trust, the
National Film Board of Canada
(NFB) will become a major
sponsor of the Grierson Awards.
The Best Cinema Documentary —
a new 2003 award to recognize
and encourage the theatrical
release of documentary films – is
the award the NFB will sponsor.
The Grierson Award, now in its
32nd year, was established in
Britain shortly after his death in
1972 and is administered by the
Trust that also bears his name. 
A legendary figure in the
development of the documentary
in both Canada and the UK, John
Grierson is perhaps best known for
founding the world-renowned
NFB in 1939. Originally created to
support the Allied war effort,
Canada’s public producer and
distributor has gone on to win
every major international film
award and dozens of tributes as a
unique cultural agency and an
instrument for social change. 
The Grierson Awards will be
presented on Monday, November
17 at City Hall on London’s South

Bank. Welcoming the support of
the NFB, the Chairman of the
Grierson Memorial Trust,
documentary director Edward
Mirzoeff CVO CBE said, "We are
delighted that John Grierson's
contribution to the National Film
Board of Canada should be
celebrated through their
sponsorship of the British
Documentary Awards which bear
his name. Canada's pioneering
work with factual film helped to
shape the documentary movement
which Grierson led, and his work
with the NFB created a legacy
valued internationally today. We
look forward to a long and
mutually rewarding partnership."
Since its creation in 1939, the
National Film Board of Canada
has produced over 10,000 films
and won over 4,000 awards,
including 10 Oscars®. As
Canada’s public film producer, the
NFB produces and distributes
distinctive, culturally diverse,
challenging, and relevant
audiovisual works that provide
Canada and the world with a
unique Canadian perspective.

During MIFED London based
High Point Films headed by
Carey Fitzgerald and Ronald de
Neef is showcasing Godforsaken
and Twin Sisters, the two newly
acquired Dutch films that recently
won Golden Calf Awards at the
23rd Netherlands Film Festival.
Twin Sisters is the official Dutch
entry for the Academy Awards
(2003) and has also been selected
for the European Film Awards. In
Munich in December, it took the
Best Film Award for an epic
wartime drama.
Godforsaken received Golden Calf
Awards for Best Screenplay

(Pieter Kuijpers and Paul Jan
Nelissen), Best Actor (Tygo
Gernhandt) and Best Director
(Pieter Kuijpers). Benedict
Schillemans won Best Production
Design for Family Comedy. Both
films are produced by founders of
IdtV Film, Hanneke Niens and
Anton Smit. Godforsaken is
coproduced with Reinier Selen of
Rinkel Film Productions. A third
Dutch film, Peter Bell, produced
by Hans Pos of Shooting Star,
was launched by High Point
Films at the recent MIPCOM in
Cannes in October.

Twin Sisters Hits 
High Point At Mifed

PRODUCT PROFILE MIFED 2003
Kill Bill, AVAILABLE FROM Miramax



Media 8 Entertainment, headed by
Chairman Mark Damon previously
MDP Worldwide, makes its market
debut at MIFED. The re-naming of
MDP Worldwide marks a change
in the company’s business strategy.
“Media 8 Entertainment is now
one of the few independents in the
marketplace that has the financial
resources to ‘greenlight’ feature
films without pre-sales,” said
Damon.  “For the last ten years,
MDP Worldwide has established
itself as one of the leading interna-
tional sales companies, and the
name change signifies our new
company mission to focus on
financing and producing films,
both on our own and in conjunction
with our strategic international
partners.”
In July 2002, MDP Worldwide
Entertainment Inc. closed a previ-
ous announcement with Limerick
Assets Limited (d/b/a Music Box
Entertainment Ltd.) (“Music
Box”) whereby Music Box had
made a significant equity invest-
ment of $27 million into MDP. The
company, owned by Dr. Cheng
Kar-Shun, Henry and Mr. Sammy
Lee, subscribed to 260,228,365
convertible preferred shares of
MDP, exchangeable on a share-
for-share basis into Class B
Subordinate Voting Shares. The

cash investment, gave Music Box
approximately 62% of the total
issued and outstanding shares of
MDP. Vice Chairman Sammy Lee,
who represents the majority own-
ership interest of the company,
stated, “Since making a significant
equity investment in MDP
Worldwide, we have been
extremely pleased to see how the
company’s production slate has
started to markedly increase and
become the cornerstone for our
ongoing operational efforts.  Our
name change symbolizes a new
identity and will define a bench-
mark for us to bring Media 8 to a
higher level and become a power-
ful icon in the motion picture busi-

ness. Moreover, our change in
business strategy will enable us the
opportunity to selectively pursue
investments in various other media
related businesses.”
Making a Staff announcement,
Mark Damon has brought on board
Brian O'Shea as Senior Vice
President of Worldwide
Distribution. He attends MIFED
for the first time in his new posi-
tion and is primarily responsible
for all licensing and sales activities
on behalf of the Company. Prior to
Media 8, O’Shea was Senior Vice
President of Worldwide Sales
Overseas Filmgroup, Inc.
Media 8’s upcoming productions
and releases include Monster star-

ring Charlize Theron and Christina
Ricci, to be theatrically in the US
through Newmarket Films in
December; The Upside of Anger
directed by Mike Binder starring
Joan Allen, Kevin Costner, and
Erika Christenson; Havoc written
by Stephen Gaghan and directed
by  Barbara Kopple; 11:14 starring
Hilary Swank, Rachael Leigh
Cook, Patrick Swayze and Barbara
Hershey; and The United States
of Leland with Kevin Spacey,
Ryan Gosling, and Don Cheadle.  
Media 8 will continue to operate
their in-house distribution division
to license both international and
domestic rights to their feature
films within the umbrella of Media 8.
The unveiled new company name
and logo will be added to all its
future projects.

MIFED 2003
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The recent Cannes MIPCOM saw a
positive ‘buying mood’ emerging
from countries and companies, a dis-
tinct move away from the prevailing
mood of the past two years following
Sept 11th and the April war in Iraq
that coincided with MIP TV.
Statistics released by the Reed
Midem organization confirm the
‘global mood’ and the way forward
in the last quarter of 2003 into mar-
ket activities and conditions in 2004.
Summing up the need for a more
proactive approach to production of
programming for the worldwide con-
tent marketplace, Peter Chernin,
President and Chief Operating
Officer, News Corp., Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer, The Fox
Group, and recipient of the MIP-
COM Personality of the Year Award,
expressed his belief in the need for
‘daring, innovation, and a sort of

genuine human curiosity that cannot
be measured in audience share.’
“There is a viable solution to frag-
mentation,” said Chernin. “It’s called
excellence. It means putting more
effort and faith into the creation of
superior shows.” Reed Midem statis-
tics show that a total of 2,741 com-
panies from 93 countries attended
MIPCOM in 2003 (+1.22% versus
the 2,708 companies from 88 territo-
ries last year). The number of
exhibiting companies increased by
4.72% (1,243 companies from 51
countries vs. 1,187 companies from
49 countries in 2002). Another sig-
nificant sign of growth came from
the number of buyers that increased
by 4.8% to 2,850 (2,720 last year). A
total of 10,186 participants attended
the show (10,294 last year). Warren
Lieberfarb, the ‘Father of DVD’,
received MIPCOM’s DVD Lifetime

Achievement Award that highlighted
the extraordinary contribution of
DVD to the entertainment industry.
A survey by The Business of Film
highlighted several fundamental rea-
sons for the emerging resurgence,
including stocked libraries now
depleted and the need to acquire new
programming rather than re hash and
re package programming.  The repet-
itive nature of buying films and pro-
grammes in block is wearing thin
with a more aware audience who will
not watch repeats 4 times in one
month.  Prices exchanging hands
from the smaller companies were not
huge, but enough to keep all the
wheels turning in anticipation of bet-
ter global economic times. MIPCOM
Junior, launched in 1996, broke all
records, re-enforcing the appetite for
kids’ programming worldwide. 

The magazine’s
home on the

Internet:

www. 
thebusinessoffilm

.com

During 
MIFED,

Elspeth Tavares 
can be 

contacted at 
(33) 6.11.45.23.95

Media 8 Entertainment Debuts At MIFED
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Kevin Costner and Erika Christensen being directed by Mike Binder 
currently on location in London.

Changing Economy Reflects 
Strong Buying at MIPCOM

Brian OShea
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Winds of change have conspired to brew
the perfect financial storm in the inter-
national film business. Watershed

waves wash all that was known into the depths of
the past, impacting the world of filmed entertain-
ment production finance. The choice to swim or
sink in a tidal wave of harsh realities necessitates
the independent producer to become the Master
and Commander of their fate. Bankers and film
investors alike seek to weather these latest industry
storm fronts navigating via new moral and eco-
nomic compasses. The market for film finance due
to the confluence of a number of factors has never
been tighter. Awash in a sea of possibilities, pro-
ducers, Independents and Studios alike tread chop-
py water hoping to find vital life preservers to keep
afloat. While those caught on the periphery regard-
less of size may never reach the shore of business
viability alive, those who can sail into the eye of

the storm may find things arguably better than
ever. This financial maelstrom has been gathering
in the undercurrents for decades. 

How have these growing swells influenced
current and, more crucially, future film
business thinking? The lifeboats of soft

money and hard equity we will explore, portray and
buoy in the reality of actual deployment in a financially
cruel sea. Our Mission in this period of watershed
transformation is to go beyond the foam of surface
reportage. Once again we dive into the depth of an

ocean of film business illusion to deliver pearls of
insight and to define what really lies within. 

The message underlying the MIFED musing
is that those who can come within the
Master and Commander mind set can sur-

vive the storm. Exploring the paradigm of the cur-
rent stormy weather, our commentary seeks to pen-
etrate the how, why and when of past events and
those currently taking place. Our conclusion being
that a true Master and Commander may uniquely
enjoy a freedom to sail past the competition from
the industry’s Pirates of the Caribbean. 
As harbingers of doom and clarion calls
resound in the ears of those who are already tak-
ing on too much water, we give solace to those
still braving the stormy sea by provision of a
lighthouse of free thought to all involved in the
independent film production business.      

The film industry worldwide is trying to find the ‘right worm’ to access 
dollars and resources in government enclaves around the globe.

The following article in our series of Financing Worldwide reflects a broad canvas of information that we feel 
will appeal to all ‘knowledge levels’ with regard to film financing on the international stage.

The Swordfish Adventure 
Has Ended In The Perfect Storm 

Time For Masters & Commanders
To Assume Control

and a few other niche markets
has an all too predictable 

revenue curve



THE COLLECTIVE
WEIGHT OF SEA

CHANGE OVER THE
LAST TWO YEARS HAS

LED US INTO 
THE EYE OF

THE PERFECT STORM

The creation of any Perfect Storm scenario
requires all that is unthinkable to happen
with a domino effect, leading inevitably

toward a predictable finale. The current state of
the global film business saw each piece fall
almost invisibly. The implication and signifi-
cance of each financing element in the gathering
storm was of necessity misconstrued. Demises
of unknown significance each added to the
overall collective impact, unseen by those
swamped by the combined weight of rapid
change. The storm within filmed entertainment
finance hits both independents and studios alike

regardless of creative excellence or financial
stability. In our past articles in The Business of
Film from 2001 to 2003, we analyzed the cut-
ting edge and fateful impact of each business
element now in free fall. Particularly: Split
Rights Financing In A Risk Averse World, Can
A Modern Day Rome Adopt A Beautiful Mind?,
In Clear And Present Danger Are We Equal To
The Sum Of All Our Fears?, Are You A Jigsaw
Or Monopoly Player in the World of
Independent Production Finance?, and
Independents Master The Weave Of
International Co Production. The essence of all
we have written previously is reviewed here in
the context of our present as well as our future.

THE PERFECT
FILM BUSINESS 

FINANCIAL STORM

Opening Dialogue 
Gabriel Shear - as played by 
John Travolta in: Swordfish, 
released theatrically August 2001

This prophetic opening monologue eloquent-
ly delivered in this fictional work speaks
volumes about the current state of the world

film market. Namely, that the dumbing-down of
the world film market will in time lead not only to
a creative but a financial decline of the world film
industry per se. The summer of 2003 saw our direst
fears come true as predicted: Hollywood sneezed
spluttering to a higher Box Office take. The num-
bers, up by 2% over last year’s numbers, were on
the back of an increase in average ticket prices of
7%. This rise masked in real terms the decline in
audience participation. No temporary phenomenon
this. We think it is only the eye of a storm that
needs a constant compass to monitor. Otherwise it

will accelerate and humble even the strongest play-
ers in the business. 

The newfound film finance environment
circa 2003 shaping the green light processes
in play has resulted in the dumbing-down

process to which we refer. Three distinct back-
story factors now drive the macro economic results
of these generic influences creating current market
dismorphia. Market dismorphia relates to the con-
tinual distortion between market filters formally
driving the green light process and now new non-
aligned anti-market driven forces skewing play.
The ability to pre-sell at film markets has declined,
and reliance has moved to soft money and hard
equity to finance new films. One key element lost in
the new business mix is the filter of the market place.
A filter that ensured ‘real’ players placed real
‘money judgments’ up front and made market driv-
en risk assessments of product viability on knowl-
edgeable assessments of likely sales performance
and the ability to place product in that market. 

Soft money today allows film investments to
be made despite the economic risks and in
ways no longer driven by ‘market’ forces.

Combined with the tax influences of tax shelters
and wider capital market requirements (of struc-
tured equity as related to hard equity), money is
now more often than not sourced solely through
structural form. A green light is now more a
function of tax law compliance than true under-
lying film market factor assessment and suit-
ability, not unfettered market place acceptance.
Even more serious implications come from a
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in a new risk-driven world, 
such decisions are increasingly 

made by the financially hip 
not the market wise

The problem with Hollywood, you
know, is that they make shit - unbe-
lievable, unremarkable shit. Now I am
not some grungy wannabe filmmaker
that’s searching for existentialism
through a haze of bong smoke or
something. No. It is easy to pick apart
bad acting, short sighted directing,
and the purely moronic streaming
together of words that many in studios
term as prose. No. I am talking about
the lack of realism. Realism is not a
pervasive element in today’s modern
American cinematic vision….......…..” 

money is now more often 
than not sourced solely 
through structural form

demises of unknown 
significance each added 

to the overall collective impact, 
unseen by those swamped 
by the combined weight 

of rapid change

Many of today’s independent film companies are caught in the eye of the 
Perfect Financial Storm. Ships and Masters are floating in a deceptively calm sea.



decline of  ‘market viability’ as a tool for prod-
uct assessment. Decision making today is driv-
en by the world of runaway film production
where global participants search for available
free money at the price of least compromise of
creative integrity. 

No longer in such an environment are
films created by “Some wannabe film
maker searching for existentialism

through a haze of bong smoke” (Gabriel Shear:
Swordfish). Films are becoming creatures of
business risk determination. Today creative
choice is driven by co production treaty compli-
ance and tax shelter legislation requirement sat-
isfaction. In a new risk-driven world, such deci-
sions are increasingly made by the financially
hip not the market wise. A trip to your local
video store reveals shelves bulging with not
only poorly conceived product, but - of greater
concern - poorly made product. The price of
free money in creative terms is often hidden
until the end when ‘poor’ product creates poor-
er returns. Market distortions have led to cre-
ation of non-market driven filmed entertainment
products. Further, the distortions of soft money
and hard equity shaped by such intra-national
incentive programs have increased the number
of local content productions. This has led to an
explosion in foreign market films that would not
otherwise be made but for such incentives. The
impact of these elements has effectively
increased the flow of product in many local and

international markets. Markets overburdened
with product vying to secure a place in an
already overcrowded distribution pipeline. 

In a deadly spiral, runaway productions are
now driven by the prospect of exchange rate
savings and lower cost structures through

avoidance of SAG, DGA and WGA regulation,
all of which has resulted in creative choice
degradation of core Hollywood product. A film
can get a green light over a conceptually better
choice purely because it enjoys treaty compli-
ance over one that doesn’t. In such a dysfunc-
tional climate, it is little wonder that product
spawned of tax accountants and entertainment
lawyers, rather than of filmmakers, rules the
day. A death knell to such distortions is being
seen in a falling industry revenue curve in audi-
ence rather than dollar terms. Looking at the
surface numbers one can make an opposite ana-
lytical assessment, one that appears glowing but
hides the object reality. Those in reel power
know that financing a film is not the central
issue in 2003. The real issue is whether we
should be making product that does not measure
up in qualitative or market terms. 

DISTRIBUTION 
GRIDLOCK

The mega corps trundling out new fare
almost daily through the all too predicable
runs on Letterman, Good Morning America,

etc. - where product profile fades from view faster
than the ad breaks between spots - is mind numb-
ing. The use of output power by vertically inte-
grated conglomerates to create self-induced press
junket approbations of appalling fare is wearing
thin. The impact of output deals placing product
regardless of quality into release slots and being
given high profile status regardless of merit only
compounds the financial misery of poor product
selection and creation. As the producers of Gigli
found out, one can no longer by marketing alone
spend a way out of poor decisions. Today’s public,
now cinema shy, know, post mega media blitzes,
that no reliance can be placed on corporate spin.
Increasingly, we predict the public will be asking:
“Why risk ten bucks when we can wait for it on
DVD and enjoy it in 5.1 Channel surround sound?
Why go out to a cinema when the home theater
beckons?” Box office is, more and more, the tool
to drive the new industry panacea of DVD sell-
though and related rental returns. The box office
has become problematic due to over-marketing
poor product on the increasingly skeptical numb
public. The price of overselling today is consumer
resistance tomorrow. When product origination is
more determinative than artistic merit or true commercial
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over-marketing poor product 
on the increasingly skeptical 

numb public

The Industry Pirates of the Caribbean who continue to pillage available sources of film incentives and 
finances make every company playing in the international field vulnerable with respect to continued growth.



sell-ability then real world market ‘distortions’
become inevitable. Where anti-market distortion
drives product creation, then the market skew in
relation to likely economic success is also distorted.

In effect, when aberrant random factors shape
markets - such as legislative driven restriction
- then anything can and will happen. The true

‘under-market economic’ marketable picture can
only surface, but how and when remains to be
seen. Meanwhile, pockets of real opportunity exist
in a market place shaped by such distortion if one
can use market distortion to one’s own advantage.
Producing a well-conceived film to the highest
standard in ignorance of this ‘market economic’ is
no guarantee of financial success. Unless a product
can use the distorted market portals on offer to
maximize the product spread, it will remain locked
out of the game. When marketing is driven by sen-
sationalism such as fifteen seconds of the
‘Madonna one-on-one passion with Brittany’, fif-
teen weeks is the maximum portal for independent
product. Films now in the art house market have
life spans measured in days not months and weeks.
Shirley Valentine, Educating Rita, and films of that
ilk are unlikely to be seen today or to be given the
long-months run they enjoyed twenty years ago.
Today the product simply swims or sinks. Getting
a ‘film profile’ to fit the short-fuse perception fil-
ters of the current market place now requires even
more marketing dollars together with the ability to
master the chat show  ‘window’ globally. Due to
the realities of runaway international tax law salary
bifurcation requirements and the global market,
stars earn over one-third of their pay post-produc-
tion during the marketing support phase of a film. 

THINK BIG
PROJECTS 

The ‘think big’ projects of the majors coming
in the form of formula driven block busters,
safe harbor franchises, and sequel pictures

all require distribution space, money, and effort. 
Given the market skew and impact these projects
have on  ‘major market share’ and financial results,
it is no wonder they enjoy such prominence. The
‘problem’ is that these are big bets that are seen as
risk averse. As we all know they block distribution
pipelines for other films as they must sit in their
‘market slot’ and earn back their investment.
However, when such fare is so systemic to a play-
ers risk curve, market merit is lost in the sea of
financial constraints and concerns. The market
effort, even when it works, only helps the big play-
er hobble to the next event picture in a market
where next time the public will need even more
spin than last time to attend. Those in reel power
know the game and now are more risk averse than

before laying-off risk via lower costs and phantom
capital from soft money and other hard equity. 
The off-balance sheet play is now a key finance
tool to shroud the looming downside in the 
event picture market. 

The development of tent poling as a tech-
nique to finance mega budget projects is
leading toward a number of antitrust

market implications. The new risk averse

mantras that see Studios A and B and even C
involved in mega ‘tent poles’ assure further dis-
tortion of the distribution pipeline. As such prac-
tices become more common, the market construc-
tion is driven by economic need.  ‘Tent pole’ proj-
ects are given a cosseted ride compared to narrow
head to head, dollar for dollar, talk show to talk
show, building blocks used to gain market share
and down stream sales profiles afforded normal
studio fare. In review, a distribution pipeline

crowded with event pictures, skewed by hands-off
competition tent poles projects and preordained
studio product leaves little space for true inde-
pendent films.  A glut of poor product means for
independent producers that distribution access is a
vital necessity for any project to be viable in 2003
and onward. The narrowing market influence of
majors masks marketing strategies for DVD and
pay TV values rather than box office results. In
fact, for an independent the real issue is not ‘can
we make it’ but ‘should we’ if we cannot guarantee
principal revenue stream market access up front.

MACRO FACTOR 
SUMMARY

The impact of market dismorphia is now
in full flight at a macro economic level
leading to convoluted financial out-

comes. Moving toward 2004 we face an alter
universe where America - land of the free, bas-
tion of capitalism, source of creative thought -
faces a capital market for filmed entertainment
finance not unakin of the Stalin or Lenin era.
Today  ‘the independent producer’ faces ‘mar-
ket distortion’ through collective industry
might, supported by global government institu-
tional thought. There is little or no room for cre-
ative or financial freedom in such a market
place. 

By the year 2014, will more merger and
acquisition activity result in perhaps one or
two studios or even just ‘The Studio’ con-

trolling world thought? A dark-Orwellian notion,
we admit, that is as unthinkable as it is might be
considered ridiculous, however, all too near to fac-

tual reality for our comfort. The film finance mar-
ket today echoes shades of how life in Russia
under communism must have been.  A life where
there is a surface market place subject to global
legislation of film combined in an oligopoly driv-
en market controlled by mega corporations who
enforce economic conformity on the world’s cre-
ative community. While underneath there exists a
counter culture where a brewing storm builds,
driven by a lack of viable products and public
demand to see quality entertainment. This fiscal
backdrop may ultimately disembowel those who
would control and rule everything.  In fact, we are
now beyond one world government, moving near-
er and nearer toward one world order corporate
governance. Arguably, with multi national market
‘institutional investors’ ‘holding a spread of media
stock,’ we are in fact there in the here-and-now,
when a ‘tent pole picture’ with Fox, Warner’s and
Disney ultimately flows back to the same singular-
ly larger common institutional owners. Such
geopolitical factors are normally not germane to
our financial analysis. However at this time, as
larger mega corporations increasingly concentrate
business power attempting to create optimal finan-
cial results, such factors shape the financial cli-
mate in the business. The thought of one mega stu-
dio is not far from current reality, as only a hand-
ful of individuals now control the world’s green
light processes. Perhaps in a surreal concept the
modern terrorist in years to come may be one who
wears a pin stripe suit, lunches in Beverly Hills,
and who controls world thought by remote control
via a Century City law firm. 
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such fare is so systemic to a 
players risk curve, market merit 

is lost in the sea of financial 
constraints and concerns

the real issue is not 
‘can we make it’ but ‘should we’

if we cannot guarantee 
principal revenue stream

we are now beyond one 
world government, moving nearer 

and nearer toward one world 
order corporate governanceGigli – The LA trades reported (Oct 24 2003) that Sony

attributed its US$42 million loss mostly to a hefty but
unspecified write down on the film. Sony shares dropped
more than 7% and closed at $34.51 on the day’s trading.
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As the oxymoron that is Reality Television
of today bites into formerly hungry for
movie product television markets, the

financial reality in the film industry is that in a dys-
functional market place business opportunity
abounds. Mega corporations rule, but the nature of
their power makes them increasingly vulnerable to
those who can out perform the market. Never
before has there been more opportunity for the
smart and the savvy to ‘gather together’ the seeds
of dreams. Equally, never before has it been
tougher for middle market fare when it can per-
form to get the necessary exposure. Survival for
this market band will be a function of knowing and
playing the game as it rides the financial waves of
treacherous change in the midst of mega corporate
power plays. So realism, as Gabriel Shear said in
our initial quote, is not only absent from today’s
modern American cinematic vision, realism is also
missing from modern film industry capital market
financing tools and capital rationing processes.
The evidence of this lack of realism appears below
in our dissection of adverse film finance elements.

THE HARD RAIN 
OF FILM FINANCE

ELEMENTALS

Continuing the Swordfish dialogue: 

These words could well be describing the
role of the savvy executive producer, the
monopoly player, in today’s film finance

market. Why? Because threading a deal togeth-
er now requires the skills and perception of an
industry equal to that of Gabriel Shear as
described in the scene excerpt above. The film
business, even for the player described above, is
not currently the friendly place of previous
years. The reality is that despite a deluge of
‘financial water’ we face an aftermath drought
of money and ideas. In our previous writing we
foretold of the then coming deluges encourag-
ing all to ‘grab the umbrella of business compe-
tence.’ The tempest warning remains simple: “if
we as an industry do not change our business
modus operandi, then what is happening will
never be able to be stopped.”

THE BUSINESS 
ELEMENTALS IN 
A CONTINUOUS 

FREE FALL

The following critical business elementals have
changed the business climate and are continuing
in free fall. Even the most experienced among
us in the business of filmed entertainment find
it hard to see the way forward. The following
analysis puts the problems of today into a
tighter focus.

THE PRE SALE
THE CONTRIBUTING

FACTORS 
TO THE DEATH OF THIS 

‘ESSENTIAL’

The death of this vital deal chip, in many
areas of the business as a viable finance
tool, is beyond acceleration.  Hardest hit are

small to medium independent films with some
genre exceptions that appear to have a degree of
immunity. What has contributed to the contraction
in the ability to obtain pre sales? The principal the-
ories are that the threatened SAG strike in 2001
caused buyers to over stock on poor product to
beat off any lack of supply and they are still work-
ing through the impact of that. More fundamental
is the inability to buy and finance product in the
distribution pipeline per se. A combination of fac-
tors led to the decline in buying power. Shrinking
advertising revenue in the face of global recession
meant many television stations’ ability to buy
product has been curtailed. Combined with the
financial collapse of key European pay TV chan-

nels, buying competition is impacted due to
reduced demand and need for product. The collapse
of the Neuer Market in Germany killed off much
of what was a formerly key dependable distribu-
tion and investment territory. The rise of Reality
Television has produced a destructive creative
impact that has only been exceeded by its financial
impact as such product fills space formerly held
for creative fare. 

This ongoing trend plus a lack of post syndi-
cation value for this fare is eventually going
to hit hard into the financials of shortsight-

ed players. Output deals with the ‘majors’ and the
glut of product in distribution pipelines means that

it is no longer necessary for distributors to take the
‘chances’ they once did on theatrical release of
independent films.
Theatrical releases now have to be significant to
ensure downstream values in DVD and post
release television markets. Unless those values are
clearly defined upfront, distributors are no longer
taking the risks. Indigenous product in many key
foreign territories spawned as a result of intra-
national tax incentives and local film funding
efforts has blocked up pipelines in many territo-
ries. The fare ‘lacking in audience appeal’ general-
ly dies quickly in the ‘beam’ of market reality. A
key fact however is that such fare blocks space for
better products that will not get the needed expo-
sure. ‘Silly deals’ emptied distributors’ war chests.
Now, post such events, distributors are scrambling
to recoup losses and stay in business.  The

Distributors left in the business are much more
careful in making deals for product from inde-
pendents even with marquee ‘star’ value names.
Fraud, the sell-high deliver-low mentality of the
fast and loose in the business has a price for us all.
The distributor taken today does not exist tomor-
row. Thus, in the insurance backed finance scandal
where questionable values and practices were
adopted, a long-term negative financial outcome
for the business has been created. Consumer resist-
ance is often hidden in box office totals. Who cares
if total box office is stable if, to create the result,
eighty percent of the number came from a relative
few pictures? 

the rise of Reality Television has 
produced a destructive creative 

impact that has only been exceeded 
by its financial impact as it fills space

formerly held for creative fare

fraud, the sell-high deliver-low 
mentality of the fast and loose in 
the business has a price for us all

Torvaul: 
“I will tell you what I know. He exists
in a world beyond your world. What
we only fantasize he does. You know
what? It is all a façade - his charm,

his charisma, the wealth and the
expensive toys. He is a driven,

unflinching, calculating machine
who takes what he wants when he

wants and then disappears.” 
Interrogator: 

“How do I find him?” 
Torvaul: 

“You don’t. He finds you.”

The weather vane that was the Neuer Market in
Germany soon turned to a deluge of missed 

opportunity based on the greed of companies listed.



Amore interesting analysis is revenues cre-
ated from independent films relative to
distribution in the marketplace, advertis-

ing spend, and genre – the total domestic box
office of independent films less those that are real-
ly studio films in independent ‘attire’. The studios
offered what has become a poisoned chalice in the
form of out put deals to many players: a place to
drop off other wise unmovable product while
blocking out better non-studio product. This is
slowly bankrupting such distributors who to ‘sur-
vive’ needed in their ‘own eyes the studio output
deal.’ The slow death that follows is unforeseen by
many distributors until it is too late. The end mar-
ket is tight and the drop off in demand will contin-
ue if distributors locked out of the game continue
to die. DVD and Home Video are in a tumult;
numbers from DVD are great as the industry reaps
a ‘one off’ bonus akin to that enjoyed in the music
industry with the move from cassettes through to
CDs. The numbers of sell through and rental DVD
sales hide the real long-term results for independ-
ents. While Monster Inc. may sell units in the hun-
dreds of millions, how does that translate for DVD
rental /sales for smaller independent films? 

In the DVD medium sell through pillage of the
majors’ titles has killed off home video. The
decline in protected release windows between

sell through and rental markets has seen many peo-
ple not rent DVDS but buy them. As evidenced by
Block Busters’ historical first quarter loss late in
2002, money is being taken in from retail of
DVD’s rather than rentals of DVD’s. The value in
home video rental store inventory shrank as result
of studio product placement strategy and pricing. 
DVD placements of back titles or even a recent
one are often priced way below initial cost,
killing the book and ‘real’ value of rental com-
panies’ stock. While there is ‘sunshine’ in DVD
today there is also a ‘dark side,’ and for distrib-
utors of independent films not financed into
meaningful release, little if any upside. Such
products and producers outside of key intra
national markets remain deal trapped, locked
out of the ‘play’ at every level.

THE LENDERS’
DILEMMA

The harsh decline in pre sales has been com-
pounded by a contraction in film finance
lending per se.  In spite of low interest rates

and a world surplus of funds looking for credible
business risks, there are far less players willing to
lend. The reduction in the availability of film
finance in the face of an over supply of money is
referable to the following influences. The demise
of distributors in many foreign territories has
resulted in bankers being more judicious in
reviewing pre sales and related guarantees.  In
today’s climate, just because there is a presale
doesn’t mean the bank will lend against it. The
governing criteria is: Can the player offering the
sale actually meet the payment in the bank’s view
day one?  Consequently, distributor credit status
and acceptability is a critical handbrake on film
finance late in 2003. Sovereign risk is also an
issue. Sovereign risk arises in relation to political
or exchange rate instability and/or exchange con-
trol compliance in areas such as the Middle East,
Russia, Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Increasingly, producers are exposed to the reality
of sovereign risk discounting by bank lenders.
Many sales agents are being asked to credit
enhance agreements as would-be lenders discount
them to zero. Lenders from many countries will
not accept any agreement at all due to issues of
sovereign risk.  Increasingly, sovereign risks are
being moved from lenders to investors. Tax shelter
investors are now more often than not presented
with sale estimates that purport to create investor
risk coverage ratios with full numbers not account-
ing for realistic presentations reflective of sover-
eign risk. Today a producer must face off with a
banker by presenting pre sale agreements and
expect to undergo a multi-layered approach to
lender discounting. Some territories with known

players will see a small discount off face value;
middle strength nations may face 20%-30% dis-
counts; other agreements may face substantial dis-
counting. The issues of sovereign risk and/or indi-
vidual distributor business credibility eat into bank
perceptions, as does lending risk. Further to these
issues is the demise of gap equity after the dis-
counting processes referred to above. The gap
loan, if you can get it, is now down to 20% of a
film’s budget, and then probably with some collat-
eral support in the form of whole companies’ resid-
ual library values. The gap lend is now viewed
more and more as an equity investment. The recent
past of ‘turn em and burn em deals’ has left even
the most experienced bankers weary.  The folly of
over-cooking territory values and sales estimates

that lured lenders of old is now being paid for
today. The financial debilitation of formerly
vibrant international distribution companies is
another finance tombstone for medium to large
deals. Such companies were and are viable invest-
ment parties in underwriting film finance.  Today
the ability to get a significant chunk against a key
territory plus equity investment in one place has
diminished. This solid chunk of money coming
from one place as a vital building block is being
rapidly consigned to film finance history. Bankers,
investors and producers alike have lost not just the
cash but also a vital market assessment filter from
distributors who put their money in belief of the
product. If foreign players have money, it is
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the end market is tight and the 
drop off in demand will continue 

if distributors locked out of
the game continue to die

the gap lend is now viewed 
more and more as an equity 

investment. The recent past of 
‘turn em and burn em deals’

has left even the most 
experienced bankers weary. 

lost not just the cash but also 
a vital market assessment filter 
from distributors who put their 
money in belief of the product

Wall Street still beckons the film industry, but you have to be among the big media players 
to share the credibility and succeed in raising meaningful finance via this route.
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already locked into a death spiral of joint venture
financing with studio players - yet another defined
play of the ‘out put deal’ explosion. Again
unknown to the participants, deals were sold by
unwitting executives to shareholders as solid
alliances creating future product flow assuring
potential distribution and production investment
profits.  Fraud continues to be a major handbrake
on film business growth. Film companies cannot
expect to attract favorable lender attention when
industry financial statements have the reputation
of being as malleable as butter. 

The industry has reeled from kickback scams
where the face value of contracts is hyped
by backhand payment to the distributor.  We

have seen the creation of phantom buyers and
every other form of corporate finagling that ingen-
ious would-be players have come up with coupled
with ‘intentions to buy’ and some clever horseplay
all leading to nothing. The growth in exotic bond
investments, third party guarantee schemes, and
credit enhancements is on the rise as producers
search the world for funding. There is a new
scheme every week. A good reference point to
review such schemes is the SEC and/or Scotland
Yard. Much like computer viruses, these schemes
tend to run in packs. The last was out of Malta
and dazzled many. 

CORPORATE 
VENALITY CREATES 

AN OLIGOPOLY-
CONTROLLED 

MARKET PLACE

In our article Split Rights Financing in A Risk
Averse World, we advanced the conceptual
framework for how the modern film finance

game could be played in an oligopoly-controlled
market place. The ideas we wrote of and the
behavior flowing from them are taking root at an

amazing pace. The dinosaurs are moving slowly
and not always to best effect. Nevertheless, they
are on the move. The risk averse philosophy has
seen the studios adopt a far more user amenable
posture in relation to many issues which was for-
merly not the case. The tent pole move is purely a
product of risk aversion. Simply, film deals got too
big, the budgets and risk curves too high.  To
ensure success, mutual survival interests dictated
that a risk sharing approach had to be reached
between the studios. The deals ostensibly amount
to a cartel of sorts where the key players lower
mutual risk by giving self-interested tent pole
films a soft ride in terms of one-on-one competi-
tion on release. 

This is a pure arbitrage play with little risk as
the participants can market their way out of
their respective risk positions. Little wonder

again on ‘tent pole release’ that there is little else
to compete with it and the dumbing process is
played out on an array of media channels. The
move by the studios into lower risk positions by
fractionalizing rights, as we have postulated previ-
ously, creates a much better return to risk ratio. If
a studio gets key rights for a fraction of normal
cost and little risk compared to doing it all, they
will continue to business this way. Moreover it is a
better risk return gamble for the studio to have
parcels of many deals for small change, especially
when it picks up distribution returns every time.
The growth of sub brands labeled by studios as
‘specialty divisions’ acting as independent produc-
tion houses (the ‘mini me’ clones) has once again
cut into the independents’ game.  These new ‘mini
me’ studio owned cloned independents are the trust
fund babies of the film business. They face lower
risk profiles and allow studios to cap rising nega-
tive cost budgets. The growth of these players has
crossed into much that was formerly independent
territory and equally created a low risk profile for
the studios over their whole portfolio slates.  A risk
position axiomatically increases the risk for true
independents limited by restricted access to capital
and no market clout.  Echoing a similar scenario
from twenty years ago, independents again face
increased competition in the ‘independent sector’
from these well resourced and market dominant
players.  All the above has eroded the preserve of
independent filmmakers one way or another. 

MINI ME – 
ARMANI PLAYING THE 

CASUAL GAP
FASHION STATEMENT

Continued Swordfish dialogue:  

The latest statement in the film business is
dressing up if you’re small or dressing
down if you are big. In the case of the stu-

dios’ ‘Armani Suits,’ smart movers are dressing
down trying to act like casual ‘Gap clad’ inde-
pendents. So ‘clothes’ in this game are no longer
an indication of reality. The creation of current
‘mini me’ independent studio entities wearing
‘independent clothing’ as a disguise is a recurring
nightmare in terms of filmed entertainment market
economics for true non aligned independent film
production.  The game, as we have said in the
past, now faces a ‘new’ - but not better - eco-
nomic profile.  The ‘new players’ in the form of
studio trust fund baby ‘mini me’ specialty divi-
sions are aimed once again squarely at the inde-
pendent sector.  However, keep in mind that the
ownership origin of these ‘mini me’ entities by
implication brings with it the pressures of cor-
porate accountability. Risk aversion criteria not
free spirited endeavor rules the waves of the
day. The constraints and resources inherent in
this competitive form mean the ‘mini me’ can
spend more on film production and in market-
ing than a stand alone independent. The extra
funds mean that under the studio ‘big brother’
the money must be recouped from distributors
who have to pay more for a quote unquote now
independent product. The earn back point is by
definition higher and the risk greater while the
revenue profile remains unascertainable but in
the current market more or less the same. Costs
rise and create lower profits in the face of static
revenue leaving distributors poorer and studio
independents in control as such distributors get
weaker from their reliance on such studio prod-
uct. When ‘mini me’ studio independents spend
more on marketing than other ‘true’ independ-
ents, this comes from the security that such
spending is an investment - investment
designed not just to drive box office but of more
import to drive down stream value. When a ver-
tically integrated parent takes a ‘mini me’ studio
independent dollar, it has more impact than

risk averse philosophy has 
seen the studios adopt a far 

more user amenable posture, 
which was formerly 

not the case

the ownership origin of these 
‘mini me’ entities by implication 

brings with it the pressures 
of corporate accountability

To play the game in Film financing circles you need
‘the right suit’, but can you also deliver ‘the edge’?

....continued on page 49

Why substance and not form should
rule our assessments. Stanley tells
Gabriel he knows the difference

between real power and phony power
and he acknowledges that he knows.

Gabriel: 
“Nice suit. Clothes maketh the man.” 

Stanley: “Buy that.” 
Gabriel: “Hope not.”
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Elie Samaha  Mimi Steinbauer  Nolan Pielak  Helen Lee Kim
At MIFED 2003: Pavilion 26, Hall 2, Stand D-02

Franchise Pictures Corporate offices:
8228 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90046 • Tel: 323-848-3444 • Fax: 323-822-2165

© 2003 Franchise Pictures. All rights reserved. Credits not contractual.

MATTHEW MODINE JENNIFER TILLY ALAN BATES ALAN THICKE

DIRECTED BY PETER O’BRIAN

NOVEMBER 10TH AT 11:30AM • SALA 14

DEVON SAWA AMANDA DETMER JAMIE-LYNN SIGLER ANDREW KEEGAN MEAT LOAF

DIRECTED BY LORENA DAVID

NOVEMBER 11TH AT 1:30PM • SALA LUMIERE







e-mail lindbergh@global.co.za 
Contact Diana Lindbergh • Tel (27) 11 884 8923-4 • Fax (27) 11 884 8925

website: www.lindberghlocations.co.za • www.lindberghlodge.co.za
P.O. Box 412331 • Craighall 2024 Sandton, South Africa

Le Lion
Starring Alain Delon - Directed by Jose Pinheiro

Shot  On Location At Lindbergh Lodge 
The Ultimate African Location - Summer 2003
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Package 4 • $315.00
One BR Suite  • C-class Mercedes or ML320 SUV*

B&B Package 1 • $155.00 Junior • Breakfast for 2*

B&B Package 2 • $175.00 Executive Suite  • Breakfast for 2*

B&B Package 3 • $220.00 One BR Suite  • Breakfast for 2*

Package 3 • $279.00 One BR Suite  • SUV*

Package 2 • $259.00 Executive Suite  • Convertible*

Package 1 • $219.00 Executive Suite  • Full Size Vehicle*

* The rate includes tax and VLF only.Other charges may apply (e.g. gas, tickets and 
optional coverages which will be billed to the customers credit card separately)

Please CALL the hotel DIRECTLY to book this package and 
ASK FOR THE 2003-2004 BUSINES OF FILM PACKAGE

to obtain the above rates, other hotel charges such as hotel occupancy tax will apply.

Le Montrose Suite Hotel, the celebrities choice, and The Luxury Edition 
Car Rental have teamed together to offer the following EXCLUSIVE packages 

for The Business Of Film’s clientele while visitng Los Angeles throughout 2003-2004.

A complimentary chauffered sedan provided by Luxe Limousine will transfer you 
from LAX to the hotel. Please supply flight information at time of your booking.

2003-2004 The Business Of Film Package

Film & Television Executives Attending LA Film Package
Mercedes Car & Luxury Hotel Special

Book NOW! LeMontrose Suite Hotel (310) 855-1115
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The DoriaGrand Hotel is located close
to the Central Station, in a characteris-
tic turn-of-the-century building The

refined Milanese DoriaGrand Hotel - 4 star
de luxe - is a perfect choice for those visiting
the city who want to enjoy premium service,
elegant surroundings and the finishing
touches that distinguish and characterize the
hotel.

Original antiques a Liberty table and
chest of drawers furnishes the recep-
tion area. Throughout the lobby

entrance the polychrome marble of the floor
is dramatically laid in an extraordinary geo-
metric design, which harmonizes with the
pastel Venetian stuccoed walls. Three large
paintings by Emilio Tadini complement the
elegant, luxurious, Liberty and Art Deco
atmosphere as the friendly multi-lingual
staff greets you.

In the rooms, deep brocade drapes,
the carpets, the wall-lamps and
chandeliers are the result of a styl-

ishly defined decor.  The splendour of
mahogany has been utilised for the fur-
niture, the doors and in the reception
area in white or gray. Carrara marble is
signature in the large bathrooms of the
bedrooms (108 double-rooms, 8 single-
rooms and 2 suites). 

The Doria Cafe is cosy and inti-
mate, most evening you can listen
to the magical touch of a well-

known Jazz pianist. In the renowned
Capriccio Restaurant (seating for 50)
light soft tones of green dominate and
are heightened by a trompe l’oeil on the
walls, with a view of a gushing water
fountain.

Finally, there are three soundproof and
comfortable meeting rooms, named
after Italo Svevo, Eugenio Montale une

Umberto Saba: a further tribute to the turn-
of-the-century culture. Adorned with deeply
woven fabric on the walls and a la mode ceil-
ing fixtures, they are ideal for meetings or
conferences of up to 80 people.  A fourth
meeting room was recently added Gli Archi
taking its name from the arched architecture
of its structure. The Gli Archi is also available
for cocktails, parties, and private dinner par-
ties or gala events. The management’s atten-
tion to fashionable detail and glamour are
accompanied by the full range of modern
technology, which make the DoriaGrand an
incomparable location and place where one
can work undisturbed, but with the support
of very attentive service, as required.
Attached to the DoriaGrand is an annex
garage for 184 cars

Doria Grand Hotel - 
Via Andrea Doria 22

20124, Milano
Tel: 00 3902 67 411 411
Fax: 00 3902 669 6669

Website: www.doriagrandhotel.it
E-mail: info@doriagrandhotel.it

DoriaGrand Hotel Milano

Advertisement Feature



Especially designed with the busi-
ness traveller in mind, the newly
refurbished Hotel PolizianoFiera is

situated on a quiet street in the fastest
developing area of Milan the ‘Malpensa
pole’ only 300 meters from the Milan’s
International Fiera.  Easily accessible,
the PolizianoFiera is also close to the
motorways that link the surrounding
cities directly to Milan and the City cen-
tre.

The hotel is named after Angelo
Poliziano, a poet and humanist
who was born in Montepulciano

(1454) and raised in the court of Lorenzo
il Magnifico. Poliziano’s famous collec-
tion of verse “Stanze” (Rooms) was
written to celebrate a tournament won
by Giuliano de Medici, Lorenzo il

Magnifico’s son, who introduced
Giuliano into Florentine politics. In
modern day Milan, Italy’s creative
hub where business is the buzz word,
Hotel PolizianoFiera motto is
“Incontrarsiamilano” (Meeting in
Milan) inviting it’s guest to enjoy its
celebrated facilities in the renown
Capital of Merchants and merchan-
dise.

In the summer of 2000 all the main
areas of the hotel were completely
renovated. The carpeting through-

out was especially designed by its
owner Andrea Bertolio to give the
main areas that “special warmth”
associated with its sister hotel The
DoriaGrand. 

All one hundred soundproofed
rooms including two Junior
Suites on the 7th and 8th floors

with views of Milan’s famous Duomo
Cathedral have undergone a complete
refurbishment.  All the rooms are now
equipped with touch tone telephones
and satellite TV. The PolizanoFiera is
one of the first hotels worldwide to have
four completely ‘allergy free’ room for
clients who suffer from allergies.

With management’s philosophy
dedicated to a high standard of
guest satisfaction, from its

friendly and courteous staff to the many
personalised services, the PolizianoFiera
scores high on the list of the best hospi-
tality experiences in Milan.

PolizianoFiera and is managed by
Paoletta Garden, a Milan based compa-
ny run by Andrea Bertolio, which since
1993 has managed the highly successful
DoriaGrand hotel Milan. 

Hotel PolizianoFiera
Via Poliziano 11
20154, Milano

Tel: 00 3902 31 91 911
Fax: 00 3902 31 91 931

Website: www.hotelpolizianofiera.it
E-mail: info@hotelpolizianofiera.it
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Hotel PolizianoFiera

Advertisement Feature



Contact direct: Salvatore, David or Jeanine
View the apartments of your choice with a Virtual Tour at:
www.eden-palace.com • E-mail: reception@eden-palace.com

Tel: 334 92 59 16 12 • Fax: 334 92 59 16 13
3-9, boulevard de Lorraine ou 141, rue d’Antibes - 06400 CANNES

Contact direct: Salvatore, David or Jeanine
View the apartments of your choice with a Virtual Tour at:
www.eden-palace.com • E-mail: reception@eden-palace.com

Tel: 334 92 59 16 12 • Fax: 334 92 59 16 13
3-9, boulevard de Lorraine ou 141, rue d’Antibes - 06400 CANNES

“I thought Cannes
was only for the stars,

until I stayed at the
Riviera Eden Palace”

- Erica Jordache, 
Actress

“I thought Cannes
was only for the stars,

until I stayed at the
Riviera Eden Palace”

- Erica Jordache, 
Actress

RIVIERA EDEN PALACERIVIERA EDEN PALACE



Gordon Iaconetti is a one-of-a-kind
designer whose philosophy
embraces a rare sense of aesthetic

that make up a composition of spirituality
and commerce.  His philosophy, consistently
applied to il n’y a que deux , has been based
on embracing and blending the pleasures
derived from sight, touch, taste, smell, and
sound.  Acknowledging the fundamental
that clothing is the cornerstone of our mod-
ern life, his artistic viewpoint and concept is
that without the ability to experience the
senses, you cannot “breathe” therefore you
cannot “live.”  His ethos can be summed up
thus:  good fashion should do something for
the wearer that represents a materialistic
orgasm.

With a respect for the structure of
design establishments—where
technical correctness, the rigors of

pattern making, the benefits of business
skills, and the discipline of a formal educa-
tion play an important role—Iaconetti chose
to allow the world and its people to be his
school of design.  He believes that there’s a
difference between good design that sets the
standard for fashion versus the compilation

of clothes that will sell like hotcakes. “ Good
design sense” he says  “is hard to teach.
You’ve either got it or you don’t.  It’s like fine
arts.  You can get a degree in fine arts but you
may never become a master.  The great mas-
ters had an instinct and passion that drove
them to create works of art that would only
increase in importance (and value) over
time, yet many never had any formal train-
ing at all.”

Gordon Iaconetti’s career started in the
shoe industry where, for over a
decade, he was involved in retail,

wholesale, buying, manufacturing, and
design in Europe, Asia, South America, and
North America.
“To do well in shoes,” he says, “you had to
know and understand the fashion circle and
then design or buy accordingly.  So, from the
beginning of my career, I was always focused
on anticipation of the ‘next great idea’ that
would dominate the runways.”
After a decade of focusing on feet, he decid-
ed to move up the anatomy, and in the fall of
1986,  il n’y a que deux  opened its doors at
1405 Crescent Street where it’s still head-
quartered.  

The company’s  atelier is located on the
premises, and Iaconetti only out-
sources when needed to meet

demand, provided the companies meet the
strict quality control requirements that he
demands. The clothes reflect the ethos of
Iaconetti design.  il n’y a que deux  is derived
from the Parisian saying, literally translated
means there’s only two—man and woman,
night and day, yin and yang.  All of the
clothes in every collection are a combination
of two thoughts—simplicity and sophistica-
tion, casual and elegant, tradition and con-
temporary,  pret-a-porter and made-to-meas-
ure.  Men’s and women’s.
il n’y a que deux  designs are defined by its
customers, who are success  stories in their
own right.  

The il n’y a que deux  brand enhances
their persona.  Gordon Iaconetti con-
cludes “Our only—and continuing—

measure of success and recognition is our
satisfied customer, who keeps coming back,
regardless of where they travel around the
globe. Our website is:
http://www.ilnyaquedeux.com
or, better yet, come to the store. After all, you
really should experience us from a complete
sensory perspective.”

1405 rue crescent
montreal quebec

canada
h3g 2b2

telephone
(514) 843-5665

THE BUSINESS OF FILM
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il n’ya que deux - Gordon Iaconetti

Advertisement Feature
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SCREENING
MONDAY 10 November at 19.30 in Sala 12

WEDNESDAY 12 November at 09.30 in Sala 22

In London: 8 Cleveland Gardens, London W2 6HA, UK
tel: 44 20 7262 4646   fax: 44 20 7262 3242  info@hollywoodclassics.com

HOLLYWOOD CLASSICS at Mifed: Pavilion 8, Office A 04, tel: 44 774 774 3615
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other players’ money. In essence, it buys more
despite denials to the contrary. What it buys is
better placement in the distribution line, better
profile, and better positioning in every aspect of
the end reach to the public. The more serious
impact on independent film markets, however,
is that the marketing spend of the ‘mini me’ stu-
dio independent is there to be spent if it needs
to. Such spending power makes the risk position
for production recapture even higher and harder
to attain. In time, many ‘true’ independents with
or without resources will be priced out of this
market. As an example, the cost to meet the
marketing profile in the art house market has
risen dramatically evidencing this trend.  The
‘true’ independents again face a catch twenty-
two as they must either meet the market or
evaporate, and the net return may not compen-
sate for the extra spend. In addition, the statisti-
cal risk position to recover their total invest-
ment just got higher. Conspiracy theorists could
be forgiven for thinking that this was a deliber-
ate play. The risk aversion mentality of the
‘mini me’ independent studio player translates
in the market place into a higher risk position
for the minimally resourced true independent.
The hidden reality check, of course, comes from
the fact that real breakeven for such enterprises
is buffered by the distribution fee being kept
within the studio. 

HIDDEN 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE 
RUNAWAY PRODUCTION

In our article Can A Modern Day Rome
Adopt A Beautiful Mind? (Cannes 2001),
we explored the validity of Global Rule One

and all its economic implications, many of
which seemed lost in the emotive reactions to
runaway production per se. While there are
many upsides to runaway production, there
exist some emerging downside implications
shaping the film finance world. The most unrec-
ognized impact of the runaway phenomena lies
in how it now shapes filmed entertainment
product selection and creation. There is a ‘new’
game play ‘emerging’. The rules of a global
search for soft money from subsidies and tax
shelters that have created new selection tools
unrelated to ‘market’ conditions are now in
play. Legislative rule and factual circumstance
now impact what films do, or do not, get made
more than whether or nor the product is the best
one on offer. The choice comes down to

whether or not material is acceptable in a for-
eign clime for tax benefits and whether or not
key on or off screen talent fits predetermined
lottery criteria dictated by the accidents of birth
and/or residence. In such a climate, random fate
then takes over where market common sense
leaves off. The price of searching for lower cost
points, tax breaks, and off balance sheet money
in foreign places comes when and where the
lenses meet the actor. Less than smart product
choices, less than optimal casting, and poor
shoots create dismal fare sometimes most of all
in the runaway territory where one would
expect to show well. Many in the business seek
cookie cutter deals to fund the ‘dream’ and do
so by resorting to off shore deal making.  

The price of soft money and access to
lower exchange rates often comes in the
quid pro quo of employing people on the

basis of status not ability. The ability to get
visas to employ those whom you want to create
film art is part and parcel of the creative magic
that all great films have. Filmed entertainment
is not just an investment product. It is first and
foremost art that must by definition appeal to its
public. The free thought nature of the industry is
now under a communist like rule where status
in the eyes of the state, not best individual merit,
dictates artistic license. The real economic disci-
pline facing the business is not to misuse runaway
film production but to use it when and how it is
appropriate. While risk aversion and delicate struc-
turing can control costs and reduce risk, they can-
not with respect make the magic inherent in great
art. Real wins in the business come from ‘the
magic of the product’, not risk aversion that at best

should only be the parachute. The falling US dol-
lar has also been of import - in that for deals fixed
in US dollars from a revenue standpoint die on the
vine from rises in non US costs. Exchange rate
losses are a real risk that must be carefully man-
aged to derive optimal returns. 

The primary focus in this business has to be
on production value relative to cost. Filmed
entertainment risk assessment is not just

about cost containment and revenue prediction.
Low production values at a reduced cost may be
more expensive in terms of lost potential revenue
than high production value at greater cost. The jury
is still out, and it is worth noting how those at the
cutting edge know what to make and what not to
make into an international runaway production.
Sometimes Pretty Woman just has to be shot in
Beverly Hills. As the revenue streams from run-
way film from all sources flow in, much thinking
is being done on cost relative to production value
comparing actual results in dollars earned. In the
future, much consideration of what we decided to
make against what we did not make because of the
allure of runaway production will no doubt take
place. The bottom line is that just because of legal
and circumstantial luck a project may get to green
light status. The new challenge the industry faces
is to decide when not to make such films. Just
because you can does not mean you should. The
industry does not need more inferior product. Aperverse
financial cycle is playing out where cheap product
creates poor returns that drive the need to make
even cheaper product. The public, the end user of
this circularity, is tuning out. Revenues fall, profits
decline, and risk capital flight increases, enabling
many to keep this industry poverty trap going.

free thought nature of the industry is now under a communist like rule 
where status in the eyes of the state, not best individual merit, dictates 

artistic license. The real economic discipline facing the business is not to 
misuse runaway film production but to use it when and how it is appropriate

Chicago is but one of many ‘big’ Hollywood and international productions 
making maximum use of the ‘runaway production’ phenomenon.

exchange rate losses are 
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to derive optimal returns
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THE MISEMPLOYMENT
OF SOFT MONEY

The soft money wave is in reality more stop
than start and far more problematic than
industry commentary would have one

believe. The film finance climate, already tight due
to all the factors mentioned previously, faces a new
threat in the savior of ‘soft money’. In a previous
article, Are You A Jigsaw Or Monopoly Player?,
we explored the definition of soft money, its
nature, and the potential dangers of its abuse as a
film finance tool. In reality, most of the new
straight subsidy programs (Australia, New

Zealand, Iceland, Fiji*, etc) are due to either their
form or, for structural reasons, not being used as
intended as they are not motivational tools in their
own right. Mostly they appear to need add-on fac-
tors of exchange rate and real production cost sav-
ings to motivate their use. The value of an incen-
tive is measured both by its amount and its ability
to fit into the overall film finance picture. Money
paid after the event may be ‘sweet’ but it still needs
to be funded from day one. Many government pro-
grams suffer as they fail to address this core prob-
lem, a problem that for a jigsaw player is always
terminal. Appreciation of what kind of film finance
problem you have is still a major stumbling block
holding back many film finance plans. A jigsaw
project requires all the bits to lock together to

make it happen. ‘All together’ means together at
the same time. A monopoly project allows you the
freedom to fit bits that while key will, if they fall
out or are delayed, not kill the project as it is
underwritten from inception. In the soft money
search, knowing what kind of money you are after
is critical. 

Our article in depth specified the nature of
soft money available and the use of it as a
film finance tool dependent on whether

you are playing with jigsaw or monopoly projects.
Many grants and subsidy programs do not depend
on any third party investment and are therefore
critical tools for jigsaw players because they are
certain. All that is needed to meet status and or
activity criteria of the program in question and the
money is certain, but you must comply. Many
other soft money programs, such as tax shelter
driven tax breaks, require third party investment to
obtain the advantage of a tax break shared with the
film producer as in Sale and Lease Back.  It is crit-
ical that to enjoy incentives driven by tax shelters
one has to be a monopoly player able to underwrite
the risk up front. A jigsaw player cannot rely on a
tax shelter offering as presented day one being
completed. Such investments are not normally sus-
ceptible to traditional underwriting techniques as
they are investor tax profile specific. The market
place sees much talk about the value of one incen-
tive over another and the respective values of var-
ious incentives. The key point many still miss is
that no general statements can be made as the real
answer varies project to project. As in a global
runaway play more often than not Country A

incentives are shaped though the magic of a Co
Production woven with Country B incentives
designed by way of double dip to pony up the level
of soft money. The processes are still not well uti-
lized by the industry as a whole. Today the funda-
mental viewpoint expressed in that article and our
related recommendations to problem solving are
still in practice MIA (Missing in Action). 

To reiterate: Jigsaw plays need certainty.
Monopoly plays can survive a lack of cer-
tainty. Choosing an incentive by quantum is

not a good choice as it many be totally unusable.
Worse, it may block a higher level of incentive
when used in a different way with other options.
Soft money is then a complex game not just relat-
ed to compliance but more often relating to issues
of initial choice. Many deals are wrongly cherry
picked into plays that are less than optimal. The
other area of misemployment of soft money comes
from abuse by use of co production treaty partners.
We foretold and anticipated this area would come
under scrutiny if one country’s taxpayers were get-
ting a raw deal. Co production treaties require a
balance test for the respective countries involved.
Our last article “Independents Master The Weave
Of International Co Production” (Cannes 2003)
detailed insights into these issues in practice. The
recent changes to the UK/Canada Treaty move the
treaty split to 60/40. We conjecture this came from
that fact that of 80 final co-production certificates
last year, 42 were for UK/Canada deals. The UK
Sale Lease Back program creating tax based
financing for deals where the lack of flow on eco-

nomic benefit back to the UK under the old split at
30% was not really fair play. Soft money subsidies
that do not provide economic benefit or are abused
will not last and we must not lose sight of this
aspect. Tax shelter abuse of international incentive
programs was and is rife. Australia, New Zealand,
Germany, Canada, and the UK have all suffered,
and the result has been law change. In many mar-
kets good viable programs were and are being
ruined by ‘take it to the hilt’ type abuses. The result
is a globally tighter noose on all investment capital
seeking investment in film production activity
looking for a tax break as a mitigation of risk. The
actions of the past now haunt the business as many
loopholes are dead and now no ‘capital’ tax driven
or otherwise is forthcoming.  Further in the area of
tax shelter investment our past articles have
detailed the nature of abusive tax shelters and we

money paid after the event 
may be ‘sweet’ but it still needs 
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history of abuse has led to 
loophole changes that in key 
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*Fiji-Following the shoring up of the F1–F2 schemes with new Tax Rebate Incentives in the first Qtr 2003, with
several productions currently utilizing the Incentives, the scheme is currently being streamlined by the Government
in response to suggestions by invited industry executives from around the world at a seminar held in Fiji June 2003.
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caution against use by the unsophisticated player.
The past history of abuse has led to loophole
changes that in key countries have killed off the
ability to use this tool effectively. A new threat to
soft money since our last article comes to mind in
the form of the development of free trade agree-
ments with nations such as Australia as well as
general changes to taxation treatment related to the
World Trade Organization push to drop tariffs and
subsidies.  

Aproposed bill to resolve WTO angst about
the foreign sale corporation and extra ter-
ritorial income exclusion rules would see a

phased-in deduction for income from domestic US
production activity. This would be a new soft
money incentive to replace the old FTC/ETI tax
rules at the level of federal tax treatment.
Previously, we defined the rise in US soft money
state driven film incentives in New Mexico,
Hawaii, Montana, and Louisiana. These also are
not without implication for US production. The
use of soft money comes with its own problems.
Knowing when and where to use it and doing so in
a non-abusive way, we believe, is critical to film
business survival. In the perfect storm this is the
last lifeboat left. It has limitations and unintended
side affects to be sure, but not if it is deployed
appropriately.  The real hard issue is whether
Hollywood pays the piper as these incentives will
not - we repeat will not - last if the country or state
benefiting from them does not in substance actual-
ly receive a net economic benefit.

HARD EQUITY
INVESTMENT: 

THE LAST FRONTIER

As the ability to obtain cash from presales,
secured loan finance, unsecured gap
finance, and soft money fails to fill the

film finance vacuum, the last resort of the film
industry has become ‘hard equity investment’
which has now become the order of the day.
Increasingly, whether in combination with tax
shelter programs or through seeking capital by pri-
vate placement or public offering, institutional
and/or private investors are being courted. The
lack of a viable capital market for equity film
investment is due mostly to inappropriate deal
structuring. The basic risk position in the industry
is nothing exceptional when compared to other
risk driven businesses. As many American coun-
ties found out to their chagrin, cost derivatives and
futures are far more risk intensive than film invest-
ment. The industry is risk driven to be sure, but for
the risk averse the risk can be capped, quantified,
and managed within reason. The studio cartel posi-
tion in the industry food chain creates a pecking
order tollgate ensuring they stay on top. The distri-
bution fees they earn from others off the top is a
toll that makes them rich and keeps others poor. It
is what makes their risk position better than others.
The problem is that post the insurance backed
finance scandal, tax shelter reversals, and past
karma from abusive past investment offerings, the

cupboard is bare. Capital for filmed entertainment
equity investment is as scarce as it is gun shy. The
capital market practices of the past saw risk driven
equity investment based on projections of limited
risk. Risk assessments covered by revenue projec-
tions that for the projects concerned were on rea-
sonable probability is nowknown by those in the
business to be fictional.  Inappropriate return pro-
jections, tax deals, joint venture, and non-recourse
loan techniques masked the deal forms of old. The
position equity film investment has in the financial
structure of the business outside of inherent obsta-
cles is totally dependent on those seeking the
investment. 

What has led to the demise of any potential
capital market is a history of industry
misuse and unrestrained abuse.  The

reality of this relies on the lack of film industry
investor knowledge about the nature of the risk
position a film investment faces. Where an investment
sits in that food chain is the only determinative of
real risk. Many investors are being asked to invest in
‘bottom money,’ the most at risk money and effec-
tively the ‘last money out.’ It’s the money that
always takes the hit, except the investors are not told
that. Returns are sold high despite much revenue
potential for a ‘hit film’being sold off up front so that,
despite high risk, the potential for a high return is
often zero. Often in a striped back deal, the twenty
percent bottom money needed to swing the whole
deal is accorded only a pro rata profit share.  Alow blow
considering that often this money is the only real
equity in play and should garner 50% plus, as without

it there is no deal. It should not surprise the industry
that in the face of such intrinsic pre skewed risk
there are no investors ‘vying’ to get into the business.
Even those who invest money through tax shelter
losses lose in such scenarios over other deals where
they had a fair chance at success. Your tax dollar
saved has an opportunity cost value and it deserves the
best chance possible to flourish. The number one
industry problem is a lack of an equity film invest-
ment capital market that is fair, certain, and above
board. Even savvy industry players who have joint
ventured investment in productions off balance sheet
with and for studios have been burned in deals they
thought were iron clad. In such a ‘climate’ it is no
surprise there are ‘many proposals’ on offer but few
actual investments. Currently the industry is hoist-
ed on its own petard, the victim of its own collec-
tive past ‘razzle dazzle em’ salesmanship. Just
when it’s at its most vulnerable, it has no way out.
This learning curve has still not been addressed.  

Currently there are gap equity deals looking
for 20%-40% of negative cost covered by
sales values that will never mature based on

blue sky production budgets, padded with Porsche
purchases - deals hung on presales of questionable
origin and garnering little lender acceptance. A
hallmark sign of just how skeptical the investment
community has become can be seen in the share
price of Disney that no longer appears sensitive to
box office success. Analysts choose to ignore
superior earnings at box office last quarter on the
basis that such growth was not sustainable. We
note in less diverse movie companies box office
does still move share price, however our point was
that the mentality in relation to the nature of the
business is a bell weather concern. 
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A myriad of financial opportunities still abound within the corporate belly of Wall Street itself, 
but can the film industry implement ‘appropriate deal structuring’ to access those funds?



The killer wave is the lack of a viable capital
market for film investment combined with
the lack of a defined method of film invest-

ment assessment and analysis. These are essential
tools that could form the basis of an adequate risk
assessment investment profile to attract genuine
capital market interest. There are a lot of investors
worldwide who would invest in what is and can be
a profitable business for all, and want to, but ‘run
gun shy’ of the film business ‘Pirates of the
Caribbean.’ Many tired old chestnuts such as
mutual funds, limited partnerships, or IPO’s for
collective full or gap equity and/or P&A are being
mooted, but if they get money they will fail, as all
before them have, due to their financial misappre-
ciation of the film investment market. The market
is stacked and skewed in favor of the ‘studio.’Any
fund, bank, insurer, or private investor who does
not have an edge or appreciate the game invariably
loses. Given all the above, the prospects for loss
have never been greater and for success never
lower. The ability to break through and be able to
even earn money in release or in DVD is problem-
atic and critical to any film investment assessment. 
Mutual funds whether they are in Germany, UK,
Australia or elsewhere in the end will be skimmed
out by the economic nature inherent in the busi-
ness. No set approach or fixed alliance will give
such funding clout or a better deal. Perversely, it
ensures the opposite. The studio dinosaur may be
slow, but it remains highly predatory and via a
slew of off balance sheet deal making is slowly
eating out ‘virgin resources.’ Per Gabriel Shear:
“He take what he wants when he wants before he
disappears.” 

THE DOLDRUMS 
CREATED BY
STAR POWER

The politics of envy aside, we all revel in the
fact that star actors, directors, and producers
can reap multi million dollar salaries, gross

points, and studio car parking status. Their reality
assures us that at least some one, even if it is not
ourselves, got his or her due. The film finance
implication of “star power” is that now, more than
ever before in small to medium size films, the
blessing of one individual can make or break a film
regardless of any other factor. This new power
exploited by stars, agents and producers has been a
beacon of light. Such power is not always used
wisely on either side and now has become a curi-
ous Water World mired with the wrecks of ill-con-
ceived films. Films that get green light status not
only depend on a star’s marquee value but also
potentially on that individual’s citizenship and or
past residence. The new ‘menace’ comes from the
fact that the project selection is subject to such ran-
dom vagaries. Stars are being chosen on these cri-
teria alone and not on their suitability for the role.
Stars are rarely the best at defining their own suit-
ability, and this new power has seen many bad
choices made in film role selection. The problem is
that creative and financial common sense have
given way to control by legislative fiat. The run to
soft money international co-production double
dips has increased the trend.  

Dealmakers struggle to find talent to meet
status requirements rather than to fill cre-
ative need, the goal being to fit any square

peg in any round hole as long as it unlocks the pro-
duction budget tax incentive. Just as problematic,
is the hang over from Global Rule One as star ori-
gin and production status are used in attempts to
weave ways around full SAG status. Self imposed
restraints by world talent on their own creative
choices now are impacting on the co production
environment as producers seek holes to hide in.

Producer indemnity tax liability is another impor-
tant star related aberration where international tax
law determines trade offs in product choice. The
issue of whose tax liability it is under star tax
indemnities faces producers daily in all soft money
plays. The trade off of an incentive in one nation
may be negated substantially by the tax impact on
the ‘on screen’ talent. Star power can have a down-
side or an upside impact on production choice now
based on matters of ‘chance’. A hidden negative in
the mega pay and bonus deals offered to top talent
comes in that such deals have had a double wham-
my impact on everyone else. The higher the budg-
et numbers the greater the risk as inflation in core
costs rises against a static total box office reducing
collective industry profit. So studios are now
obliged to mitigate these costs by turning to tent
poles, off balance sheet finance, and becoming
even more predatory in areas where they are dom-
inant. The dinosaur has become a victim of its own
vulnerability. 

A MASTER & 
COMMANDER 

COMES TO 
THE RESCUE.

Swordfish Dialogue: 

The perfect storm portrayed is swelling over
all participants in the industry. Most of us
are in a small boat operating like a surf-

board. In our article “In Clear And Present Danger
Are We  Equal To The Sum Of All Fears?” we
flagged what is happening, and so none of it
should come as a surprise to the ‘savvy’ in the
business. In the article we anticipated much that is
happening, pointing out the challenges facing all
of us caught in an industry ‘financing’ trap caused
part by design and part by circumstance. As we
search for inspiration in a time of tormented uncer-
tainty, once more Russell Crowe (Can a Modern
Day Rome Adopt a Beautiful Mind? May 2001)
will ‘save’ us. Our industry Master and
Commander admirals are, despite the financial
weather pattern of adversity within our industry,
coming out of the storm front battered but still in
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Stars command enormous power to greenlight projects, but is it always 
effectively used to the benefit of the star, the project, or both?

Making Dog Day Afternoon look like
Disney World, implying that sometimes
you have to play it the kidnappers’ way.

Gabriel: “Don’t Talk. Just Listen. 
There are twenty-two hostages…” 
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command of the ship. The edge that makes the dif-
ference is the desire in the creative spirit that
drives the independent film business. The skill,
courage, and integrity of such men and woman
unique in our creative community has and is being
tested as never before. Despite the tyranny of eco-
nomic pressure enforced by a global oligopoly on
the creative community, the silver lining in these
same economic pressures is that they ultimately
have come full circle. 

The business today, while trending backward
in time due to the increasing concentration
of corporate power in monolithic mega cor-

porations, is at the same time more vulnerable to
the creative impact of a lone individual. A knowl-
edge-based approach to such a market portal cre-
ates many windows of survival for those who can
adapt their game. The shrewd assessment and tac-
tical ability of each independent Master and
Commander is now vital to film industry prosperi-
ty. In earlier writings we again foreshadowed the
lack of such talent, pointing out that only ‘good
generals’ could fight this war effectively not ‘nar-
row focused foot soldiers’ no matter the ‘law
school’ they came from. The major business weak-
ness killing off otherwise worthy players is the
lack of ‘experienced’ film business command
skills. Some are blindly heading out to sea into the
storm. Others are running ahead of it, using its
force to propel them into a ride reminiscent of
those who were able to skim the waves at pipeline
in Blue Crush.

The concentration of corporate power in the
21st Century is moving us more and more
toward not just a single studio but ‘THE

STUDIO’ and toward a single global corporation
‘THE COMPANY’. The impact of mega corpora-
tions buying studio entities is about to be felt in
new ways as vertically integrated media compa-
nies merge with diverse product and service
provider parent companies. The film business is
increasingly being ‘held hostage’ to the product
‘placement’ needs and marketing strategies of
these wider corporate ambitions. The world oli-
gopoly cartel approach to corporate governance
issues has created and will increasingly create mar-
ket warps. The Dinosaurs’ strength was its greatest
weakness as what made them extinct was their
inability to find an adequate food supply. Market
warps are by definition reality gaps where the
operative common sense economic reality has
been displaced in favor of artificial reality.
Runaway production is a trap as the more the busi-
ness runs the more it has to keep running due to a
self induced cycle of compromised product. You
can take ‘mini me’ out of the studio but you can

never take the studio out of ‘mini me.’ Despite all
the rhetoric, the corporate culture of studio
accountability cannot be easily shaken. We tip our
hat to those who run the ‘mini me’ model effec-
tively. It would not be an easy job in a counter cul-
ture environment. The true independent can
‘change clothes’ or not ‘wear any’ at all. This ran-
dom freedom of choice is at the heart of the inde-
pendent film business and why it will survive. Soft
money is now a critical building block where and

only if it is certain. The‘ warp’ in soft money
comes from the need to have a level of certainty
and the price for accessing the money. The reality
is that it is not size but suitability to the project at
hand that is the issue. Sourcing hard cash through
equity deals has never been an easy walk. The
dearth of film industry investment capital due to a
lack of a formal capital market other than through
investment in equity stocks that own studios is the
money warp. The past history of industry spin has
many would be players weary of involvement. 

Those who target smart money in smart win-
win deals will at least have a chance of sur-
vival. The reality gaps we have portrayed

specifically all come from a generic weakness in
the system. The ‘warp’ in market dominant control
by an oligopoly system comes in the form of the
very dominance used to control. The system is
measured by performance, and in this business true
performance comes from human creativity, not a
predefined control system. More over the oligop-
oly in control relies on relatively few products to
account for a majority share of world revenue. As
the system to deliver filmed art tightens its noose
around the creative community’s neck, the system
becomes more and more vulnerable to itself.
Finally, hostage to its own dominance, its nemesis
comes in the form of the individuals who can
entertain not just explain. The rise of new leading
independent Master and Commander icons shows
us all that we the individuals who create, not they
who only control, own the future. The future of
filmed entertainment finance lies in one key word:
Entertainment. This is where the audacity of a mil-
itary tactician is mandatory, combined with an
ability to create novel solutions. 
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A Beautiful Mind demonstrated and proved that the public is hungry for well-constructed dialogue and rich, emotionally driven scripts.
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Akey factor in winning in the film finance
war in 2004 will be ‘integrity in leader-
ship.’ The courageous will watch and wait

looking for their opportunity to come, knowing
how to strike when the system is most vulnerable.
Integrity in this business comes in two distinct
areas: creative integrity and money matter busi-
ness integrity. Both are vital to success now that
the industry in free fall searches for a new equilib-
rium. . A solid banking relationship and some cre-
ative solutions go a long way further today than
any creative financial statements or some exotic
fabricated financing maze.

TEN (10) 
LENDING SOLUTIONS

FOR 2004

• Credit Enhancement of pre sale agreements from
doubtful territories by Sales agents from their fees
or by third parties. 

• Gap Loan coverage by tax subsidy/grant pro-
grams where the certain and quantum can be
assessed up front - such as programs in Canada,
PSTC labor credit, Australian / New Zealand Tax
Credits. 

• Use local export bank incentives provided by
various nations to cash overseas sales to levels
above what normal bank discounting would allow. 

• Use intra national industry specific loan pro-
grams to lower interest rates where possible. 

• Reorder risk relationships: have lender up grade
to funding P&A which is low risk so downstream
values increase value overall. 

• Reorder risk relationship so banker risk is con-
fined to the top band of production money covered
by highest value sales using alternate funding for
middle or bottom money. 

• Change lender focus to debt finance, all of equi-
ty investor tax shelter investment so that security
for lenders becomes sales values, tax savings, and
third party interests. 

•  Use Studio Negative Pick up Model in non-stu-
dio soft money and or hard equity situations to cre-
ate bankable collateral above presales values. 

• Lender loan finance secured against post-produc-
tion investor Sale and lease back strategies in
UK/10B programs in Australia to facilitate the
underwriting of a soft money tax shelter. 

• Split loan obligation across different parties:
principal secured against presales out over time,
interest on loan to third party investors so they get
tax deductions on a wrap around. 

The discipline facing the industry is to create
product and finance it appropriately while
maintaining core after-market sale value.

Sadly, profitability is a matter of common interest
to all of us in the film industry and a function of
business competence and integrity. The business
integrity we speak of relates to unbiased assess-
ment of profitability from the get go. Survival
depends not just on risk containment but also on
only doing films where profitable outcomes are at
least probable. Soft Money Is An Area Where
Market Strength Other Than Business Knowledge
Allows For A Level Playing Field In Relation To
Grants And Subsidy Type Programs

TEN (10) 
SOFT MONEY TIPS 

FOR 2004

• Determine whether it is a jigsaw or monopoly
game you are playing. 

• Determine the kind of soft money available.

• Determine the status/activity criteria to access the
money.

• Determine the certainty: Government dollars or
Tax Shelter Dollars.

• Determine ability to cross mix with second or
third nations under co production treaties.

• Determine if double dip exclusions exist to stop
mixing funds.

• Determine, if it’s a co production, how independ-
ent funding of co production partners and manage-
ment will be facilitated.

• Determine whether soft money can be bank
financed and when in the production cycle.

• Determine national criteria - tax trade offs such
as tax on “above-below the line” salary- mitiga-
tions against the soft money.

• Determine the creative comprises in terms of “on
and off screen talent” and the impact on production
and sale value.

THE NUMBER ONE
OPPORTUNITY

EXISTING TODAY
LIES  IN ATTRACTING 
MONEY RELATIVE TO 

RISK AND PROBABILITY
IN A STRUCTURED 
RISK AVERSE WAY.

TEN (10)
HARD EQUITY PLAYS 

• Public/Private Placement Equity to fund a slate
of pictures as in the Revolution 

• Studio/Pandemonium Picture deals. 

• Co finance equity under an out put deal such as
the Warner/Bros Village Road Show Pictures deal. 

• National Film Body Equity Investment in intra-
national films available in many jurisdictions. See
new Australian FFC rules on equity.

• Single picture investments by high net worth
individuals in small to medium projects that are
not tax but risk driven. El Camino Pictures deal
with William Morris. 

• Star-Director-Producer-Self underwriting of de-
facto equity as seen in salary deferment until the
post-production period.

• Limited Partnership/ Mutual Fund investment in
equity slates such as seen originally in the Silver
Screen Partner Deals and new UK Business
Enterprise Deals.

• Sale and lease back equity and production equity

random freedom of choice 
is at the heart of the 

independent film business 
and why it will survive

Soft Money Incentives are devised to 
accomplish a number of national criteria 

for the benefit of a particular country.



as seen in UK and Australian tax codes providing
tax sheltered film investments and/or combination
with other soft money. 

• Tent pole projects where studios split equity risk
as in “Master and Commander”.

• Product placement money invested as quid pro
quo for brand values being advertised in the pic-
ture. MGM Bond Movies.

• Investor equity by way guarantees or underwrit-
ing the project initially prior to full funding, such
as rights acquisition in Terminator 3 funded by
Japanese and German money.

MASTER &
COMMANDER 

ASSUME CONTROL

On the far side of the world, the fate of one
industry lies in the hands of one man with
the courage to lead” In conclusion the

solutions and ideas we have presented are not in
and of themselves important. The approach to
thinking out solutions and the issues determinative
of them however are. Integrity is essentially an
internal value and in our industry only a combina-
tion of business and creative integrity will keep it
alive. Opportunity abounds for those with compe-
tence and integrity. While many suffer, a few
courageous Master and Commander captains are
starting to punch through the mist proving it is pos-
sible to sail ahead of the storm. Enlightened self-
interest, integrity, and courage are what will save
true master commanders from the winds of fate
blowing across the financial film business sea
change. Nothing more, nothing less!

FINAL
SWORDFISH
DIALOGUE

Those of us in the heart of film finance issues
more than ever have to dismiss what we see
and what we hear. Misdirection is rampant

and what our mind believes should not be captive
to the deliberate misdirection by those all too pro-
ficient in film industry magic. In 2004 onward, the
real magic lies in seeing through the business illu-
sion and creating a reality built on substance rather
than form. Every film finance problem is unique
and only true business competence can be relied on
to resolve a film finance problem. The issues we
have presented provide the shape. We leave it to
you, the reader, to fill in the thinking that is ger-
mane to matters at hand. Much of what has and
will happen is still contained in our work and
therefore worthy of your reference. The seven arti-
cles written to date in the 21st century represent a
collective body of work that can be utilized as a
useful source to penetrate the film business finan-
cial mirages. Whether you are embarking on the
journey to join the international group of film
entrepreneurs or a seasoned executive seeing the
cyclical nature of our business once again, we
encourage all to revisit and enjoy them.
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FINANCE MIFED 2003

Gabriel: 
Did you ever hear about Harry

Houdini? He was not like today’s magi-
cians only interested in television rat-
ings. He was an artist. He could make
an elephant disappear in a theatre full

of people. Do you know how he did
that? Misdirection. What the eyes see
and the ears hear, the mind believes.

Yeah, misdirection….

Like the character portrayed by Russell Crowe, executives and the film industry community all have the resources to be Master and Commander coupled with leadership integrity.

Author Timothy Driver, Co-Author Elspeth Tavares
Copyright ©2003 Tiimothy Driver & 
Elspeth Tavares The Business of Film
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The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Sept 19 to Oct 12.

By showing the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Cabin Fever was taking more per screen on fewer

screens than The Italian Job or that Calendar Girls had a higher screen average after six weeks of release than Once Upon a Time in Mexico after three.

Monitor

SEPTEMBER 19 - OCTOBER 12
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. Calendar Girls 18,536,484 4(6) 461/439/400/411 6,568/6,652/5,873/3,974

2. Finding Nemo 12,651,920 2 2/453 127,328/27,161

3. The Italian Job 11,763,230 4 428/428/404/345 8,744/5,716/4,145/2,743

4. Bad Boys II 9,841,108 2 383/381 13,817/6,512

5. Underworld 7,134,473 4 349/350/323/203 6,780/4,100/2,328/1,276

6. Pirates of the Caribbean 6,629,024 4(10) 379/326/301/286  3,805/3,950/3,313/2,060

7. Once Upon a Time in Mexico 3,940,705 3 313/315/233 4,471/2,817/1,849

8. Down With Love 2,245,623 2 298/294 3,350/2,469

9. Cabin Fever 1,760,563 1 277 6,356

10. Bright Young Things 162,277 2 192/149 2,841/1,944

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

S E P T / O C TS E P T / O C T

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

Currently on release in the UK
ANTONIO BANDERAS STARS IN

ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO




